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USANZ Board of Directors

Stephen Mark: President, New Zealand Section
Representative
Peter Heathcote: Past-President, Honorary
Secretary, Honorary Treasurer, Northern
Section Representative
Prem Rashid: Vice-President,
NSW Section Representative
Mark Frydenberg: Victoria Section Representative,
RACS Urology Specialty Representative
Stephen Brough: Tasmanian Section Representative
Tyrone Carlin: External Director
Karen McKertich: Chair, ANZAUS
John Miller: South Australia /
NT Section Representative
Stuart Philip: Board of Urology Chair
(Term completed in 2020)

Special Advisory Group Leaders
Darren Katz: Andrology
Damien Bolton: Endourology
Vincent Tse: Female Urology
Kamran Shoshtari: Genitourinary Oncology
Eric Chung: Male Lower Urinary Tract
Justin Chee: Paediatric / Reconstructive

U S A N Z S TA F F 2 0 2 0

Michael Nugara: Chief Executive Officer
Madeleine Bennison: Governance & Secretariat
Coordinator
Nick Danes: Chief Operating Officer (USANZ and
ANZSCTS)
Deborah Klein: Education & Training Manager

Robert Forsyth: Board of Urology Chair
(Term commenced in 2020)

Jonathon Street: Communications Manager

Jeffrey Thavaseelan: WA Section Representative

Katie Cook: Accounts Officer (part-time)

USANZ Investment Committee
Peter Heathcote: Chair

Tyrone Carlin: Committee Member
Andrew Brooks: Committee Member

USANZ Society Awards Nominations
Committee
Peter Heathcote: Chair

Prem Rashid: Committee Member
USANZ Director: Remained vacant as no awards
were considered in 2020
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Anna Tartakovskaia: Conference Manager
Nigel Finch: Finance Manager (part-time)
Kirsten Isaacs: Training Administrator (part-time)

B OA R D O F D I R E C T O R S 2 0 2 0
Vision
The Society’s vision is to continue to work for
its community to ensure the best access to the
quality urological care its members provide.

Mission
Stephen Mark

Peter Heathcote

The Urological Society of Australia and New
Zealand is committed to clinical excellence,
education, and the promotion of research and the
dissemination of information on urological topics
for the benefit of the community.

Values
Prem Rashid

Mark Frydenberg

Stephen Brough

Tyrone Carlin

Karen McKertich

Robert Forsyth

•

Excellence in professional standards

•

Ethical standards of the highest order

•

Patient safety

John Miller

Jeffrey Thavaseelan

Michael Nugara
(CEO)
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3 March 2021

To all Members
Your Board of Directors has pleasure in submitting its report for the year ending 31
December 2020.

Yours sincerely

Stephen Mark
President
Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand

P: +61 2 9362 8644 F: +61 2 9362 1433
Suite 512 Eastpoint, 180 Ocean Street, Edgecliff, NSW 2027, Australia
www.usanz.org.au
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President’s Report
Stephen Mark
Kia Ora
I write this 2021 USANZ President’s Report in
a vastly changed world. Reflecting on 2020,
I am proud of the tough decisions USANZ
made; a large financial loss certainly trumps
the potential reputational damage of a
COVID-19 contamination at our meeting. The
2020 ASM cancellation occurred as the first
wave of the global pandemic crashed on our
shores. Unfortunately, as the virus rages on
and vaccinations begin to be delivered – albeit
erratically – we remain in a most uncertain
situation. Enough said on COVID, except to
note that it is appropriate that 2021 is the
International Year of the Health Worker.
USANZ, despite the losses of 2020, remains
financially sound and ready to invest. The
revenue streams have dried up with the loss
of large international in-person conferences,
and our decision to pause and observe this
landscape is safe. Virtual meetings are a shadow
of these in-person events. While delivering
educational content, they cannot replicate the
human connections and memories previously
created at our enjoyable, distinctive events.
I agree with Tim O’Brien, BAUS President –
meeting attendance will never be the same;
education will be virtual; there will be more
use of smart-phone technology and big data.
Societies will need to deliver the required
education, support, training, and patient
improvements in different and uncharted ways
to survive. We at USANZ will need to loosen
some financial reins to invest and remain
relevant to members over the next few years.
Collaboration will be key; it will require learning
with others and sharing risks and benefits,
knowing that we are all in the same boat. This
year we have combined with RACS (May 1014) to deliver an inaugural Urology program,
making this ASC the first to achieve all surgical
disciplines attending. Members submitted
more than 170 abstracts, and Professor Henry

Woo has developed an excellent program with
international, local and trainee presentations.
The program will include our prized Keith
Kirkland and Villis Marshall presentations.
USANZ will organise state-based hubs for
members to attend, allowing sponsorship, trade
engagement and a social function. The UAA
Virtual Congress is scheduled on 19 August
2021, with presentations from all 29 UAA
member countries. A PCO in Singapore will
coordinate the program with pre-recorded talks
and live session chairs. Currently, we plan the
2022 meetings as in-person events.
I am grateful for the passionate leadership
shown by our CEO, Michael Nugara, who has
guided USANZ and his team safely and with
ongoing productivity despite lockdowns, social
isolation etc. Our dedicated administration
team includes Deborah Klein and Kirsten Isaacs,
who provide careful stewardship of our widely
recognised and successful training program. I
congratulate Madeleine Bennison, Nick Danes,
Anna Tartakovskaia, Jonathon Street, Katie Cook
and Nigel Finch for their dedication and effort,
despite the difficulties. USANZ successfully
held its first virtual AGM and initiated the new
administrative management software system,
replacing our member online forum Netwit with
UroChat.
SWANZU was initiated to achieve more visible
equity for women urologists, promoting
leadership, support, and roles within our Society.
Karen McKertich and Mark Frydenberg deserve
special mention for their ANZAUS work; they
have been very diligent with negotiations for
member reimbursement; however, controversy
over TRUS / TPB remains. I also congratulate
Helen O’Connell both for her election as
USANZ’s first female Vice-President, as well as
her Officer of the Order of Australia Award.
As a USANZ member, I am thankful for our
members’ never-ending pro-bono efforts. The
Boards quickly segued to Zoom meetings, and
despite the different time zones and locations,
the Board members’ input and engagement
remained excellent. Thanks to all those who
USANZ | 2020 Annual Report
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helped us through; Board of Directors, Board
of Education, Examiners and especially those
in leadership roles who navigated uncharted
territories with success. Thanks to our trainees
– enthusiastic, competent, and tolerant, always
remember you selected the best career.
Tangata ako ana i te kāenga te turanga ki
te marae, tau ana: a trainee nurtured in a
community contributes strongly to Society.
With 100% of successful trainees signing up as
USANZ members, we can feel the strong sense
of our Society and self-belief.
Thanks again to you all.
On reflection, my term as President was vastly
different than expected. Thank you to everyone
for your support, especially Peter Heathcote and
Prem Rashid in the leadership group. Thanks
again to Michael Nugara, who is so clearly,
heavily invested in the success of USANZ at
all levels. Most importantly, I thank my wife
Jules, for her support and tolerance of my
commitments. We were both looking forward to
the presidential trappings of travel, promoting
our Society and region at international
events plus the opportunity of meeting many
interesting people. Instead, we experienced a
profusion of home Zoom sessions at awkward
hours and places – it is what it is! I now hand
over to Prem Rashid; passionate, hard-working,
and ready to lead our Society with a strong
team around him forward into the unknown
future. To all our members, we need to engage
and listen to your needs, reflect on options,
and implement benefits, aligned with USANZ’s
purpose and capacity.
We are experiencing unique times, and yet
unknown demands will challenge us. I urge all
our members and trainees – please take care,
remain kind, and keep safe. I ask myself, why do
we volunteer for these roles? On reflection it is
he tangata, he tangata, he tangata; for the
people, for the people, for the people.
Nga Mihi
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
Michael Nugara
The events of 2020 had a profound impact on USANZ
and our membership and will continue to do so as
we adapt to the evolving COVID-19 environment.
USANZ  was severely impacted by the cancellation
of the 2020 ASM one day before it was due to start.
It is important to note that the government had not
declared a pandemic, and contractual obligations
with the Sydney International Convention Centre and
other venues and suppliers associated with the ASM
remained in place at the time of cancellation. The
impact of the ASM’s total cost, including refunding
sponsorship and delegate registrations, is reflected in
the Treasurer’s report.
At the time of the cancellation, the Board’s decision
was considered brave by some. However, it triggered
other organisations to defer and / or restructure their
planned meetings within just a few days. With the
benefit of hindsight, the Board’s decision proved to be
entirely appropriate, and the leadership demonstrated
by Stephen Mark during this crisis and in the following
months was exceptional.
The ASM Convenor, Jerard Ghossein, and Scientific
Committee Chair, Shane La Bianca, worked diligently
in the preceding 18 months to develop what promised
to be outstanding scientific and social programs. The
Organising Committee was disappointed that the
ASM could not proceed but was understanding of the
reasons for the cancellation. I want to acknowledge
Jerard and Shane’s enormous effort, strongly
supported by the USANZ Conference Manager, Anna
Tartakovskaia.
There was considerable financial exposure for USANZ,
not only with the cancellation of the 2020 ASM but
also forward bookings for the 2021 and 2022 ASMs,
2020 Section Meetings, Trainee Week, and plans
for the 2021 UAA Congress. USANZ undertook a
considerable amount of work to renegotiate venue
contracts and other service agreements (such
as professional conference organiser contracts)
to postpone bookings and reduce the Society’s
exposure. I want to acknowledge the cooperation
from Section Chairs and Section Meeting Convenors
in assisting with the postponement of these meetings.
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The Society successfully negotiated (without penalty)
the deferral for 12 months of the 2021 and 2022 ASMs
to be held at the Gold Coast Convention Centre and
Melbourne Convention Centre, respectively.
The UAA Congress planned for Sydney in August
2021 has been postponed until October 2022. The
UAA has scheduled a virtual congress to be held in
August 2021.
The four goals within the current strategic plan
comprise Member Services, Relationships and
Advocacy, Enhance Care to Patients and Efficient and
Effective Organisation. Outlined below is an update
of key activities carried out under each of these goals
during the year.

Relationships and Advocacy
A positive development that has come from the
pandemic has been the improved communications
and relationship with RACS. During the first six
months of the pandemic, RACS facilitated weekly
CEO briefings addressing a broad range of surgical
and training issues. In the latter part of 2020, the
frequency of these meetings changed to fortnightly,
and they have continued in 2021. In the third and
fourth quarters of 2020, USANZ and RACS entered
into detailed negotiations regarding the renewal of
the service agreement to deliver the training program.
These negotiations were in partnership with two other
‘like-minded’ surgical societies, the Australian Society
of Plastic Surgeons and the Australian Society of
Otolaryngology Head and Neck Surgery. It is pleasing
to note that USANZ and RACS executed a new
Collaboration Agreement in late December, effective
1 January 2021. The new agreement includes key
measures addressing consultation and collaboration,
and there has been dialogue with RACS regarding
the implementation to ensure consultation and
collaboration occurs.
Work on the MBS Review continued during 2020,
with changes implemented in November 2020.
Members raised concerns about the reduction
in reimbursement for TRUS. This was a unilateral
decision by the Taskforce without advising the Urology
Consultative Committee, where USANZ / ANZAUS
had representation. The Taskforce has agreed to a

review of this decision in the 12–24-month period postimplementation. There were some positive outcomes
from the review. There are now item numbers for
complex radical prostatectomy, cystectomy and partial
nephrectomies with substantially better remuneration
and some simplified item numbers.
USANZ has enjoyed productive relationships with its
industry partners over many years. Industry has valued
the opportunities to support various educational
initiatives and build relations with clinicians through
networking at USANZ events. USANZ has also been
able to build strong relationships with industry at
these events and business meetings. The pandemic
caused the cessation of all this activity in 2020. To keep
communication channels open, USANZ conducted a
series of virtual meetings with sponsors, briefing them
on issues resulting from the pandemic and receiving
updates about developments within their respective
organisations.

Member Services
In the second quarter of 2020, the Society recognised
the need to provide members with guidelines on
operating in the COVID-19 environment. Stephen
Mark was instrumental in the development of key
guidelines addressing:
PPE Guideline for Urologists During COVID-19
Urology Unit Configuration and Case Selection
Guideline During COVID-19
Case Deferral, Laparoscopy and Virtual Meetings
Guideline During COVID-19
These guidelines are on the USANZ website.
Members highly valued the Netwit discussion
forum over many years. When the Netwit provider
advised USANZ that they would no longer host the
service, we embarked on a project to find a suitable
replacement and subsequently procured the Higher
Logic Communities platform. On 1 May 2020, USANZ
launched the first USANZ Community, UroChat.
This platform is a significant improvement over
Netwit with greater functionality to assist members in
connecting and collaborating within the membership.
The platform provides a more secure, manageable
member-only environment to share and discuss issues
USANZ | 2020 Annual Report
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of interest. We encourage members to use this facility.  
The USANZ-funded subscriptions to BJUI Knowledge
and EAU membership continue to be well-received;
the opportunity to accrue CPD points through
BJUIK (with automated upload to RACS) also assists
members with their obligations.  
The BJUI USANZ Supplement continues to provide
members with a high-quality journal tailored for
USANZ. Nathan Lawrentschuk edits this online
publication, and we are grateful for his continued
commitment to this role.

Enhance Care to Patients
The Nephrectomy Registry pilot continued
throughout 2020. However, in late November, the
Board decided that the registry would not continue
beyond the pilot due to finish by mid-2021. During
the two-year pilot, there were several challenges.
The Board determined that if the project were to
continue, it would require a fundamental restructure
addressing the ethics approval, resourcing (both paid
and volunteer personnel) and logistics. Considering
the investment to date measured against the low
volume of data and the significant operational
challenges, the Board decided to cease the study
at the end of the pilot. This decision is consistent
with other urological associations stepping back
from running their own registries but rather having
representation on registry steering committees, e.g.,
PCORANZ and APFPR.
For an outcomes registry to succeed, a priority for
government and jurisdictions should be to simplify
ethics requirements for the setup and collecting
of this patient data and the provision of adequate
funding to independently enter data and provide
reports for clinicians. Additionally, clear and adequate
legal protections when dealing with outlier clinicians
need to be in place.
I acknowledge the enormous effort by many USANZ
members involved over the years, the principal
investigators, and especially Simon Wood, without
whom the pilot would never have commenced.
Simon has continued to have a vital role in the
management of the registry to date.
7
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Special Advisory Groups (SAG) continued their
important role during the year, addressing scientific
issues both in the public domain and with members,
and contributing to position statements. Work on a
new support structure for SAGs was delayed in 2020,
and we expect to revisit this in 2021.
In 2020 the Board of Urology (BoU), under Rob
Forsyth’s leadership, continued their outstanding
work in the administration of the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons (RACS) training program. The
pandemic created significant challenges in the
delivery of the training program. The fluidity of the
situation with lockdowns and border closures meant
that we needed a plan ‘B’ and ‘C’ for any activity.
Adaptability was vital, and it was only through the
extraordinary efforts of Deborah Klein, Education
and Training Manager and Kirsten Isaacs, Training
Administrator, and members of the Board of Urology,
that USANZ met its obligations. Conducting a
virtual Selection process and a ‘hubs’ model for
Trainee Week are just two examples. Deborah and
Kirsten’s work behind the scenes managing logistics
demonstrated their passion and commitment to
USANZ to deliver the best possible training program.   

Efficient and Effective Organisation
2020 saw significant digital transformation for
USANZ with several projects to improve efficiency,
reduce ongoing operating costs, and provide
additional functionality to members. These
projects were implemented only through the
dedication and tireless efforts of Governance and
Secretariat Coordinator, Madeleine Bennison and
Communications Manager, Jonathon Street. Their
efforts, despite the challenges of the pandemic, were
outstanding.
Membership Management System
The new Member Management System (MMS)
went online on 3 February 2020 with the production
of 2020 subscriptions. USANZ completed the 2021
subscription renewal process in December 2020. We
have developed robust reports on member financial
transactions to improve the accuracy and efficiency of
payment reconciliation processes.

A N N UA L R E P O R T S
All membership data is now managed in the new
system. The only data remaining in the legacy
system relates to Trainee management, which will be
transitioned in 2021.

we have implemented user reports to enable account
reconciliations, internal management reporting, ATO
compliance reporting, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, and payroll functions.

Despite the barrier of establishing logins, the new
system’s launch was successful, and feedback has
been largely positive. BPay was introduced as a new
payment option and is proving popular.

The USANZ’s chart of accounts had evolved over the
years and lacked appropriate structure. We instituted
a new structure, thereby improving the efficiency and
accuracy of reporting. We are scoping more advanced
user reporting, including actual versus budget analysis
and financial performance of cost centres, with work
planned to continue in 2021. Work on this project
was a significant undertaking by finance personnel,
and I would like to acknowledge the contributions
by Finance Manager, Nigel Finch, his team at Saki
Partners and USANZ Accounts Officer, Katie Cook.    

As part of the system, the Member Dashboard
allows members to self-manage their contact details,
communication preferences, view, print and pay
invoices. The Online Member Directory was launched
on 17 April 2020 and is also available through the
Member Dashboard, where members can choose
how much contact information they wish to share with
other members.
Communications Channels
USANZ completed a range of communications
initiatives in 2020. In this work, our three guiding
principles have been: a) Member focus, b) Honour our
past, and c) Look to our future.
A new website was established as part of the MMS
implementation. As the key channel through which
members interact with the Society, our focus was
to develop a site with a robust security model and
improved search and content management functions.
Establishing the site also involved a body of work to
develop and expand our brand toolkit, based around
USANZ’s existing colours and logos. The toolkit
includes a range of backgrounds and icons that can be
applied across multiple communication channels.
We implemented a new platform that integrates
with the MMS to manage bulk communications to
members. We launched new templates for UroNews
(replacing ENews) and UroScope to better define the
“voice” of each and to provide gateways to content
on the USANZ website. We developed letterhead
templates and graphics for all USANZ Sections and
joint USANZ / ANZAUS communications.
Finance System
USANZ initiated a review of its financial systems and
migrated from MYOB to Xero on 1 January 2020. All
payment gateways were successfully integrated, and

USANZ Communities
As outlined earlier in this report, USANZ implemented
the Higher Logic Communities platform as a
replacement for Netwit. The platform can also grow
to meet the Society’s future needs. The next stage
of the project will be to develop a roadmap for the
creation of other communities and integration with the
Membership Management System.
Office IT Project
The office IT structure was initially built in 2014
and based upon the prevailing technologies of
the time. For example, Desktop systems were the
preferred device based on the premise that staff were
predominantly office-based. The environment did
not take into account staff mobility, and there were
associated security implications. In comparison to the
latest IT services, the infrastructure was costly to run.
We conducted a market assessment, and Milnsbridge
was appointed as the sole IT management and
security provider for USANZ, removing the previous
dependency upon a single individual. USANZ
successfully transitioned off the ageing infrastructure
to the new platform with minimal disruption and is
running on the latest Microsoft Cloud technology
and industry-leading security. Staff can work remotely
and securely on a single laptop without the need
for a secondary device in the office. We replaced all
outdated desktop components (monitors, keyboards,
mice) and securely disposed of the redundant
equipment.
USANZ | 2020 Annual Report
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As the membership is aware, Stephen Mark’s term
as President concluded in March 2021. 2020 was
the second year of Stephen’s term and a particularly
challenging year for USANZ as we adapted to the
pandemic. Stephen demonstrated outstanding
leadership and integrity throughout. It has been a
pleasure to work closely with him, and I would like to
express my thanks for his counsel and contribution
during his Presidency.

Secretary’s Report 2020
Peter Heathcote

I wish to acknowledge the work carried out by the
other members of the Board of Directors; they are
a highly committed group who make significant
sacrifices for the benefit of USANZ. At the 2021 AGM,
Steve Brough and Jeff Thavaseelan will complete
their terms on the Board, and I thank them for their
respective contributions. A special note of thanks to
our external director, Tyrone Carlin, whose counsel and
commitment to USANZ is greatly appreciated. We
look forward to welcoming Helen O’Connell to the
Board in the capacity of Vice-President.

• 15 March 2020 – Circulars (3x meetings)

Finally, I take this opportunity to express my sincere
thanks to my colleagues in the USANZ office. Despite
the challenges we faced in 2020 (and continue to face
in 2021), you all adapted to the changing environment
and the ever-increasing workload. Your extraordinary
commitment to serving the membership may go
unnoticed by some, but I acknowledge your enormous
contribution; Jonathon Street, Kirsten Isaacs, Anna
Tartakovskaia, Deborah Klein, Katie Cook, Madeleine
Bennison, Nick Danes, and Nigel Finch.

The Board of Directors of the Society met during 2020
as follows:
• 1 February 2020 – Teleconference
• 3 March 2020 – Teleconference
• 6 March 2020

• 30 March 2020 – Circular
• 5 April 2020 – Circular
• 19 April 2020 – Circular
• 9 May 2020 – Videoconference
• 2 June 2020 – Teleconference
• 1 July 2020 – Teleconference
• 29 August 2020 – Videoconference
• 29 November 2020 – Videoconference
• 16 December 2020 – Videoconference
• 23 December 2020 – Circular
The USANZ Constitution identifies the following
Director roles and tenure periods.
President: 2 terms of 1 year each
Vice-President: 2 terms of 1 year each
Past-President / Honorary Treasurer / Honorary
Secretary: 2 terms of 1 year each
ANZAUS Chair: 2 terms of 3 years each

.

Board of Urology Chair: 1 term of 2 years
Specialty Elected Royal Australasian College of
Surgeons Councillor (RACS Councillor):
3 terms of 3 years each
Sectional Representatives: 2 terms of 3 years each
2 x External Directors: 2 terms of 3 years each

9
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Membership

Admitted as Trainee Members

Since the last Annual Report, the following changes
have occurred

Dr Imran Ali

Admitted as Full Members

Abigail Attwell-Heap

Hau Choong Aw
Rasha Gendy
Victor Ilie
Alarick Picardo
Athina Pirpiris
Simon Pridgeon

Darius Ashrafi
Thomas Cundy
Peter Donato
Catriona Duncan
Hamish Green
Sean Heywood
Jessica Hunter
Arveen Kalapara

Kenny Rao

Ajanthan Loganathan

Fairleigh Reeves

Brayden March

Matthew Roberts

Alexander Nesbitt

Nicholas Rukin

Matt Nobbs

Nikhil Sapre

Michael O’Halloran

Andrew Strahan

Sheliyan Raveenthiran

Patrick Teloken

Paria Saadat

Nelson Wang

Duncan Self

Yuigi Yuminaga

Jiasian Teh

Full Member Senior
Hilary Boucaut

Dale Wood
Hannah Wright

Anthony Costello

Cessation of Membership

Adrian Folwell

Malcolm Drummond (FMS)

Zenon Herzberg
David Kerle
Richard Robinson
Kenneth Vaux
David Webb

Ivan Hoh (TM)
Sean Huang (TM)
David Kennedy (FMS)
Callum Logan (TM)
Amit Patel (TM)
Klaus Platzer (FMS)

Associate Urological Member

Fritz H. Schröder (HM)

Aniruddh Deshpande

Kenny Rao (FM)

Hariom Singh Sur

Nicholas Brook (FM)

Associate Scientific Member

Joanna Olphert (FM)

Jim Liakos

Ghazi Al-Edwan (CO)
Sue Evans (ASM)

Corresponding Member

Sean Mungovan (ASM)

Hamidreza Baghani Avalhas

Deaths

Yohei Omori

Harvey (John) Alexander
Peter Maher
Richard Turner-Warwick CBE
USANZ | 2020 Annual Report
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USANZ Membership by Classification
Dec-20

Dec-19

Dec-18

Dec-17

Dec-16

Full Members, Fellows &
Associate Urological Members

519

515

493

490

491

Full Member Seniors

75

71

75

77

84

Provisional Members

3

5

4

4

3

Trainees

107

103

106

106

111

Associate Scientific Members

20

21

21

25

25

Other *

35

37

37

25

25

759

752

736

727

739

Total Members

* During 2018, 12 Full Members who were residing permanently overseas were reclassified as Corresponding Members

Treasurer’s Report
Peter Heathcote
The year ending December 2020 has been one of the
most challenging fiscal times in the Society’s history
due to the many and varied impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic. Coupled with that, the broader economy
has seen interest rates fall to historic lows, further
eroding the Society’s fixed income revenues. The
most significant financial impact for the Society has
been the sudden and abrupt cancellation of the 2020
Annual Scientific Meeting (ASM), which has resulted
in significant unavoidable costs along with the refund
of registration and sponsorship fees. Accordingly, the
Society reported its first deficit in its history.  

Investment Performance
The Board established an Investment Committee
in 2016 to assist in executing an investment
strategy intended to increase the return generated
on the Society’s financial assets. The Investment
Committee’s initial strategy has been to assist the
Society with diversifying part of its exposure to its
interest rate risk by gradually investing in Exchange
Traded Funds (ETFs).
At the end of 2020, the value of ETFs exceeded $2.7
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million (around 24% of the Society’s financial assets),
and during the year, the Society earned $93,496 in
unrealised gains on these investments. Additionally,
the Society has earned additional investment income
on the ETFs by way of dividends.
The Board intends to maintain the ETF investments
over the medium-term while the Investment
Committee continues to develop an ongoing strategy
that responds to changing market conditions.

Other Comprehensive Income
Other Comprehensive Income (OCI) includes
revenues, expenses, gains and losses that have yet
to be realised. In 2020, the deficit for the year was
$942,760, and the OCI was $93,496 attributable
solely to unrealised gains on the ETF investments.
The total Deficit and Other Comprehensive Income
for 2020 was $849,264. More information on the
unrealised gains is contained in Note 6 in the Notes
to the Financial Statements.

Change to Accounting Policies
Note 1(0) in the Notes to the Financial Statements
contains information regarding important changes in
the Accounting Policies relating to the establishment
of a new ETF Revaluation Reserve.

A N N UA L R E P O R T S
Financial Position
Total assets decreased by approximately $1.3 million
to $13,062,170 due to the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic.
Total liabilities decreased by approximately $0.47
million to $842,100. Overall, the Societies balance
sheet remains extremely robust with a working
capital of $10,755,008 (equivalent to 88% of total
equity), and the Society has no debt.

Cash Flow
Net cash decreased throughout the year by $1,913,919
as a result of negative operating cash flow of $805,190,
the further purchase of ETFs under the Society’s
Investment Policy of $951,392 and new purchases of
property, plant and equipment of $157,335.
The cash balance as at 31 December 2020 was
$8.6 million.

Future Outlook
The 2021 year will see the development of a new
3-year strategic plan that will be crafted in a period
of considerable uncertainty due to the uncertain
macroeconomic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The 2021 financial budget anticipates another year
of deficit, albeit substantially less than that incurred
in 2020. This anticipated deficit is largely attributed
to the fact that the Society is unlikely to be able to
hold an ASM in the traditional manner that Members
have enjoyed resulting in a significant decline in
sponsorship and registration revenues.
In responding to the impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic, the Society is taking measures to reduce
the negative medium-term financial impacts as it
finds new ways to innovate in the way it provides
services to its Members.
Finally, due to the strong financial reserves built up
over decades of prudent fiscal management, USANZ
is well-positioned to endure a longer-term financial
downturn should that scenario eventuate.
I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge
Michael Nugara and the rest of the USANZ staff for
their support during the year.
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F I NA N C IA L R E P ORT S
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of Profit or Loss and Other Comprehensive Income
For the Year Ended 31 December 2020
Note
2

Operating Revenue
Total Revenue
Less:
Office and Administration Costs
Meetings and Workshops
Section Expenses
Education and Operations Expenditure
Other Expenses
Total Expenses
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

3

Other Comprehensive Income
Gains (loss) on financial assets at fair value
Surplus/(Deficit) and other comprehensive income for the year

2020
$
4,580,415.32

5,011,879.20

4,580,415.32

5,011,879.20

(1,910,040.25)
(2,956,701.25)
(76,628.04)
(511,700.95)
(68,104.95)
(5,523,175.44)

(1,730,680.81)
(1,713,573.07)
(352,707.09)
(785,323.78)
(102,518.85)
(4,684,803.60)

(942,760.12)

327,075.60

93,496.04

147,275.24

(849,264.08)

474,350.84

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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F I NA N C IA L R E P ORT S
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 December 2020
Note

2020
$

2019
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash Assets
Receivables
Investments
Other
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

4
5
6
7

8,610,941.82
29,056.62
2,714,928.61
75,071.17
11,429,998.22

10,524,858.53
23,985.74
1,670,290.49
532,069.15
12,751,203.91

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Land and Buildings
Plant & Equipment
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

8
8

1,269,215.47
362,956.79
1,632,172.26

1,274,129.11
356,706.68
1,630,835.79

13,062,170.48

14,382,039.70

TOTAL ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables
Provisions
Other
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

9
10
11

301,647.41
171,743.71
201,599.29
674,990.41

366,724.20
196,361.00
605,098.48
1,168,183.68

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Provisions
TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

10

167,110.43
167,110.43

144,522.30
144,522.30

842,100.84

1,312,705.98

NET ASSETS

12,220,069.64

13,069,333.72

EQUITY
Revaluation Reserve
ETF Revaluation Reserve
Retained Surpluses
TOTAL EQUITY

472,758.78
206,074.74
11,541,236.12
12,220,069.64

472,758.78
112,578.70
12,483,996.24
13,069,333.72

TOTAL LIABILITIES

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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F I NA N C IA L R E P ORT S
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of Changes in Equity
For the Year Ended 31 December 2020
Note
Balance as at 31 December 2018
Effect of the change in accounting policy
Surplus/(Deficit) Balance as attributable to the entity
Balance as at 31 December 2019
Surplus/(Deficit) Balance as attributable to the entity
Other comprehensive income for period
Balance as at 31 December 2020

Retained
Surpluses

Revaluation
Reserve

12,122,224.10
1

472,758.78

(112,578.70)

-

474,350.84

-

12,483,996.24

472,758.78

(942,760.12)

-

11,541,236.12

472,758.78

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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ETF Revaluation
Reserve
112,578.70
112,578.70
-

Total
12,594,982.88
474,350.84
13,069,333.72

(942,760.12)

93,496.04

93,496.04

206,074.74

12,220,069.64

)

F I NA N C IA L R E P ORT S
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Statement of Cash Flows
For the Year Ended 31 December 2020
Note

2020
$

2019
$

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Proceeds from Operations
Proceeds from ASM
Proceeds from Section Activities
Investment Received
Grants Received
Payments to Suppliers

2,179,585.19
1,279,051.28
68,624.40
78,208.61
247,950.00
(2,120,277.87)

2,565,418.70
1,665,285.56
398,203.47
382,971.47
(3,036,395.36)

Refunds Paid - ASM
Payments for Sections

(2,454,759.28)
(83,572.21)

(1,713,573.07)
(352,707.09)

(805,189.88)

(90,796.32)

(951,392.19)
(157,334.64)

(878,955.18)
(216,969.11)

(1,108,726.83)

(1,095,924.29)

Net cash provided from operating activities

17(b)

Cash flows Investing Activities
Investment purchases
Property Plant & Equipment-purchases
Net cash provided from Investing Activities
Cash flows Financing Activities
Proceeds from Redemption of Investments

-

1,150,430.00

Net cash provided from Financing Activities

-

1,150,430.00

Net Increase / (Decrease) in cash held

(1,913,916.71)

Cash held at the beginning of the financial year

10,524,858.53

10,561,149.14

8,610,941.82

10,524,858.53

Cash held at the end of the financial year

17(a)

(36,290.61)

The accompanying notes form part of these financial statements
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F I NA N C IA L R E P ORT S
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2020
Note 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand is limited by guarantee, incorporated and
domiciled in Australia.
The financial statements were authorised by the Board of Directors on 20 February 2021.
Basis of Preparation
The directors have prepared the financial statements on the basis the Society is a non
reporting entity because there are no users dependent on general purpose financial
statements. The financial statements are therefore special purpose financial statements
that have been prepared in order to meet the needs of members and the requirements of
the Corporations Act, 2001.
The Society is a not for profit entity for financial reporting purposes under Australian
Accounting Standards.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with mandatory Australian
Accounting Standards applicable to entities reporting under the Corporations Act, 2001 and the
significant accounting policies disclosed below, which the directors have determined are appropriate
to meet the needs of members.
The financial statements, except for the cash flow information, have been prepared on an accruals
basis and are based on historical costs and do not take into account changing money values or,
except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets. Cost is based on the fair values of the
consideration given in exchange for assets. The accounting policies have been consistently applied,
unless otherwise stated.
The report is presented in Australian dollars.
Accounting Policies
a) Income Tax
The Society is exempt from paying income tax. No provision is made for income tax expense nor are
there any deferred tax assets or deferred tax to be disclosed or accounted for.
b) Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of GST except:
authority, in which case the GST is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as
part of the expense item as applicable.
The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of
receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.
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F I NA N C IA L R E P ORT S
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN: 000 069 376
Notes to the Financial Statements
For the Year Ended 31 December 2020
b) Goods and Services Tax (GST) (cont)
Cash flows are included in the cash flow statement on a net basis and GST component of cash flows
arising from investing and financing activities, which is recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation
authority are classified as operating cash flows.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed net of the amount of GST.
c) Foreign Currency
All foreign currency transactions are shown in Australian dollars.
Foreign Currency Transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded in Australian dollars at the exchange rates ruling at
the date of the transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency are
retranslated at the rate of exchange ruling at the reporting date.
Exchange differences are recognised in the statement of comprehensive income in the period in
which they occur.
d) Revenue
Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable that the economic benefits will flow to the
Society and which can be reliably measured.
Member Fees and Subscriptions
The subscription year runs from 1 January to 31 December. Subscriptions are payable annually and
are recognised in the applicable membership year.
Interest
Recognised as interest accrues, using the effective interest method which for floating rate financial
assets is the rate inherent in the instrument.
Income from Investments
Revenue recognised when the income is earned. Unrealised increments or decrements in the
Society's portfolio of investment assets (Note 6) are included in the Society's statement of
comprehensive income each year.
Grants
Revenue is recognised when control of the contribution or right to receive the contribution is
received.
e) Trade and Other Receivables
Receivables are recognised and carried at original invoice amount less any allowance for
uncollectible amounts. An estimate for doubtful debts is made when collection of the full amount is
no longer probable. Receivables are written off as bad debts when they become irrecoverable.
f) Property, Plant and Equipment
All classes of assets are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment.
Depreciation is calculated on either a straight-line or diminishing values basis over the estimated
useful life of the assets (excluding freehold land) as follows:
Buildings - 50 years
Strata title - 50 years
Property, plant and equipment - 3 to 13 years
Information technology assets - 3 years
Library books - 5 years
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f) Property, Plant and Equipment (cont)
Impairment
The carrying values of property, plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or
changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable. If such an indication
exists and where carrying values exceed the recoverable amount, the asset is written down to the
recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the greater of fair value less costs to sell and value in
use. Any excess of the asset's carrying amount over its recoverable amount is recognised
immediately in profit or loss unless the asset is carried at a revalued amount. Any impairment loss of
a revalued assets is treated as a revaluation decrease.
Land and Buildings
Land and buildings are based on Directors valuation or the independent valuations obtained every
three years. They reflect independent assessments of the open market value of land and buildings
based on existing use. Refer to Note 8 for details of the independent valuation current for the term of
these financial statements.
g) Financial Assets
Recognition
Financial instruments are initially measured at cost on trade date, which includes transaction costs,
when the related contractual rights or obligations exist. Subsequent to initial recognition these
instruments are measured as set out below.
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
A financial asset is classified in this category if acquired principally for the purpose
of selling in the short term or if so designated by management. Derivatives are also
categorised as held for trading unless they are designated as hedges. Realised gains or losses are
disclosed in the profit or loss.
Unrealised gains and losses arising from changes in the fair value of these assets are
included in the statement of comprehensive income in the period in which they arise.
Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that
are not quoted in an active market and are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest rate
method.
Held-to-maturity investments
These investments have fixed maturities, and it is the Society's intention to hold these investments
to maturity. Any held-to-maturity investments held by the Society are stated at amortised cost using
the effective interest rate method.
Available-for-sale financial assets-Investments (Note 6)
Available-for-sale financial assets include any financial assets not included in the above categories.
Available-for-sale financial assets are reflected at fair value. Unrealised gains and losses arising
from changes in fair value are taken to the statement of comprehensive income.
Financial liabilities
Non-derivative financial liabilities are recognised at amortised cost, comprising original debt less
principal payments and amortisation.
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k) Comparative figures
Where necessary comparatives have been reclassified to ensure consistent presentation with the
current year.
l) Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The directors evaluate estimates and judgements incorporated into the financial report based on
historical knowledge and best available current information. Estimates assume a reasonable
expectation of future events and are based on current trends and economic data, obtained both
externally and within the Society.
m) New Accounting Standards for application in future periods
The AASB has issued new, revised and amended Standards and Interpretations that have
mandatory application dates for future reporting periods. The Society does not expect them to have
any material effect on the Society's financial statements and will not be adopting them before the
mandatory application dates.
n) New Accounting Standards adopted in financial year
During the current year there were no new or revised Australian Accounting Standards issued which
had applicability for the Society.
o) Change of Accounting Policies
1) ETF Revaluation Reserve
The Society has created an EFT reserve to separately disclose the unrealised gains arising from the
Exchange Traded Funds investments (refer Note 6).
The movement will be disclosed in Other Comprehensive Income section of the Statement of Profit
and Loss and Other Comprehensive Income and transferred to the EFT revaluation reserve each
year.
The increment amounted to $93,496 for the year ended 31 December 2020.
The 2019 comparative figures have been adjusted to reflect the new policy. The opening balance of
$112,578 is the cumulative gain from the commencement of the EFT investments to 31 December
2019.
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Note 2 - REVENUE
Operating Activities
ASM Revenues
Section Revenues
Investment Income
Government Grants
Total Operating Revenue

2020
$

2019
$

2,323,547.75
1,709,460.37
68,624.40
130,832.80
347,950.00
4,580,415.32

2,565,418.70
1,665,285.56
398,203.47
382,971.47
5,011,879.20

Note 3 - DEFICIT AND ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Significant items explaining the financial performance:
The deficit for the year to 31st December 2020 includes current year Section activity deficit
of $8,003.64 (2019 - surplus of $45,496.38)
The deficit for the year to 31st December 2020 includes the 2020 ASM deficit of $1,247,240.88
(2019 - surplus of $367,440)
Note 4 - CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash on Hand and at Bank
Term Deposits & Notice of Withdrawal accounts

591,377.10
8,019,564.72
8,610,941.82

1,917,061.10
8,607,797.43
10,524,858.53

The effective interest rate on short-term bank deposits was 0.94% (2019 - 1.30%)
Note 5 - RECEIVABLES
Accounts Receivable
Doubtful Debts

29,056.62
29,056.62

27,985.74
(4,000.00)
23,985.74

Note 6 - INVESTMENTS - at market value
Exchange Traded Funds

2,714,928.61
2,714,928.61

1,670,290.49
1,670,290.49

The culmulative unrealised gains/(loss) of $206,074.74, from the ETF revaluation is included in ETF revaluation
reserve and forms part of the total equity of the Society.
Note 7 - OTHER CURRENT ASSETS
ASM advance
Prepayments

75,071.17
75,071.17

465,167.86
66,901.29
532,069.15
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Note 8 - PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Plant and Equipment - at cost
Accumulated Depreciation
Written Down Value
Building - Carrying value - at directors valuation 31-12-2020

2020
$
921,379.18
(558,422.39)
362,956.79
1,269,215.47

2019
$
763,794.43
(407,087.75)
356,706.68
1,274,129.11

An independent valuation of $1,400,000 for the Building and associated renovations was provided on 19/10/18
by Mr Ronnie Gedeon of AVG Valuers, Certified Practising Valuers.
Note 8a - MOVEMENT IN CARRYING AMOUNTS
Plant & Equipment
Balance at beginning of the year
Additions
Depreciation
Carrying amount at end of the year

356,706.68
157,584.75
(151,334.64)
362,956.79

193,000.58
216,969.11
(53,263.01)
356,706.68

Building
Balance at beginning of the year
Depreciation
Carrying amount at end of the year

1,274,129.11
(4,913.64)
1,269,215.47

1,279,042.75
(4,913.64)
1,274,129.11

The revaluation increment of $154,360.31, from the 2018 Property Valuation is included in a revaluation reserve
and forms part of the total equity of the Society.
Note 9 - PAYABLES
Sundry Creditors and Accruals

301,647.41
301,647.41

366,724.20
366,724.20

171,743.71
171,743.71

196,361.00
196,361.00

167,110.43
167,110.43

144,522.30
144,522.30

201,599.29
201,599.29

430,409.09
174,689.39
605,098.48

Note 10 - PROVISIONS
Current
Short-term employee benefits
Non Current
Long-term employee benefits

Note 11 - OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES
ASM 2020 - 2021
Unearned Income
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Note 12 - COMMITMENTS FOR EXPENDITURE
The Society has capital commitments of $135,000 comprising budgeted capital expenditure.
Note 13 - CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
No contingent liabilities exist as at the date of this report.
Note 14 - EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO REPORTING DATE
No event has occurred after the reporting date that would materially affect the results or
state of affairs of the Society at 31 December 2020
Note 15 - RELATED PARTIES
Names of directors who held office at any time during the year:

Stephen Brough

Date of appointment
24-Feb-18

John Miller

Date of appointment
24-Feb-18

Stephen Mark

18-Mar-14

Stuart Philip *

Peter Heathcote

13-Apr-15

Tyrone Carlin

24-Feb-18
20-Feb-16

Mark Frydenberg

12-Apr-13

Jeffrey Thavaseelan

24-Feb-18

Karen McKertich

16-Apr-16

Prem Rashid

13-Apr-19

Robert Forsyth

21-Apr-20

* Director's tenure finished 21 April 2020
Remuneration of Directors
Directors provide their services on a voluntary basis. The President does not receive an annual allowance
but is reimbursed reasonable travel and other costs associated with his role and duties as President.
The Board Chair does not receive an annual allowance but is reimbursed reasonable travel and other costs associated
with his role and duties as Board Chair.
Other Directors are reimbursed for out of pocket expenses associated with their role and duties as
a Director.

Note 16 - REMUNERATION OF AUDITORS
Auditing the financial statements

2020
$
14,000.00
14,000.00

2019
$
14,000.00
14,000.00

Note 17 - CASH FLOW INFORMATION
(a) Reconciliation of Cash
Cash at the end of the financial year as shown in the Statements of Cash Flows is reconciled to the related items in the
statement of financial position as follows:

Cash in hand and at Bank

8,610,941.82
8,610,941.82

10,524,858.53
10,524,858.53

(b) Reconciliation of Cash Flow and
Surplus/(Deficit) for the period
Surplus/(Deficit) for the period
Non cash flows in operating profit
Depreciation
Portfolio valued at market
Gains on investment redemption

(849,264.08)

474,350.84

156,248.28
(93,496.04)
-

58,117.25
(147,275.24)
(108,106.75)

Changes in assets and liabilities
Decrease / (increase) in receivables
Decrease / (increase) in other assets
(Decrease) / increase in accounts payable
(Decrease) / increase in provisions and other liabilities

(5,070.88)
456,997.98
(65,076.79)
(405,528.35)

(827.94)
(147,270.21)
(352,209.75)
132,425.48

Net cash flows from operating activities

(805,189.88)

(90,796.32)
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Note 18 - FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The Society's financial investments consist of deposits with banks, short term deposits,
local money market instruments, accounts receivable and payable. The directors overall risk
strategy seeks to assist the Society meet its stated objectives whilst minimising potential adverse
effects on financial performance. The Society's main risks are interest rate and credit risk.
Interest Rate Risk
The Societies exposure to interest rate risk is the risk that a financial instrument's
value will fluctuate as a result of changes in market interest rates. Based on current income
producing assets the Society's sensitivity to a 1% movement in interest rates is
approximately $41,568.41 per annum. The effective weighted average interest rate on those
financial assets and liabilities is as follows:
Financial Assets

Rate
Cash on Hand
Business cheque accounts
Business cash reserve
CMA Investment Option
Notice of Withdrawal-31 Day
Term Notice-90 Day
Investments
Receivables

0.05%
0.01%
1.01%
1.11%

2020
$
Interest
Bearing

2020
$
Non Interest
Bearing
214,624.51

2,354,633.95
376,752.59
2,098.52
5,662,832.25

2019
$
Non Interest
Bearing
503.00
122,932.83

533,322.71
1,260,043.78
320,158.25
8,605,970.12

2,714,928.61
11,111,245.92

2019
$
Interest
Bearing

1,670,290.49
29,056.62
243,681.13

12,389,785.35

23,985.74
147,421.57

Financial Liabilities
Current Accounts
Business credit cards
Payables
-
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Note 18 - FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (Cont.)
Credit Risk
Credit Risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk with respect to recognised financial assets at balance date, excluding the value
of any
collateralexposure
or other security,
is the
carrying
amount
of thosefinancial
assets, net
of any
provisions
for excluding
doubtful debts,
The
maximum
to credit risk
with
respect
to recognised
assets
at balance
date,
the value
as any
disclosed
in the
statement
of financial
positionamount
and notes
to theassets,
financial
of
collateral
or other
security,
is the carrying
of those
netstatements.
of any provisions for doubtful debts,
as disclosed in the statement of financial position and notes to the financial statements.
Net Fair Values
Net Fair Values
The financial assets and liabilities that are readily traded in a quoted market are valued at
the quoted
price
at balance
date.
The
financialmarket
assetsbid
and
liabilities
that are
readily traded in a quoted market are valued at
For
financial
andatliabilities
the other
quoted
marketassets
bid price
balance that
date.are not readily traded their fair values are materially
in line
withfinancial
carryingassets
values.and liabilities that are not readily traded their fair values are materially
For
other
in line with carrying values.
Note 19 - MEETINGS OF OFFICERS
Note 19 - MEETINGS OF OFFICERS
Director's Name
Director's Name

Stephen Brough
Tyrone
StephenCarlin
Brough
Mark
Frydenberg
Tyrone
Carlin
Peter
Heathcote
Mark Frydenberg
Stephen
Mark
Peter Heathcote
Karen
McKertich
Stephen
Mark
John
KarenMiller
McKertich
Prem
Rashid
John Miller
Robert
Forsyth
Prem Rashid
Stuart Philip
Robert
Forsyth
JeffreyPhilip
Thavaseelan
Stuart
Jeffrey Thavaseelan

Directors Meetings
Number of
Directors Meetings
Meetings
Eligible
Number Attended
Number
of
to Attend
Meetings
Eligible
Number Attended
to Attend
16
15
16
15
16
15
16
16
15
16
16
16
15
16
16
12
16
15
16
16
12
7
7
16
16
10
9
7
7
16
15
10
9
16
15

Note 20 - SOCIETY DETAILS
Note 20 - SOCIETY DETAILS
The registered office and principal place of business of the Society is:
The registered office and principal place of business of the Society is:
Suite 512, Eastpoint
180 Ocean
Street
Suite
512, Eastpoint
Edgecliff
NSW
2027
180
Ocean
Street
Edgecliff NSW 2027
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B OA R D O F U R O L O G Y R E P O RT
Chair, Board of Urology
Robert Forsyth
It is with great pleasure that I present the Board of
Urology report to the USANZ membership.
The commencement of my term as Board Chair
in March 2020 was accompanied by a degree of
apprehension on my part. The Board had been
blessed by a succession of excellent chairs and
continuing the work of Stuart Philip over the
preceding two years was always going to pose
some difficulties. With the benefit of hindsight,
the whispers of a virus within China should have
assumed greater significance.
Whilst there have certainly been plenty of
challenges, they were not the ones I had initially
envisaged. Whilst substantial changes began to
take place in Australia in March, my appointment as
Board Chair did not rate among them. For USANZ
members and the wider urological community, the
significance of the situation was clearly signalled
by the difficult but correct decision to cancel the
Annual Scientific Meeting the day before it was due
to commence. COVID-19 has since had a major and
long-lasting impact on all aspects of life around the
globe, and surgical training has not been immune.
At the commencement of the pandemic, the
length and severity of disruption was unclear, and
as events unfolded, a complete and prolonged
halt in urological training and education appeared
probable. To lead a Specialty Training Board that did
not undertake training would have been a dubious
distinction, and while there was a pause in urological
activity in some jurisdictions, for the majority, the
disruption was thankfully relatively short-lived.
I am grateful to the myriad of people who
gave their time and energy to maintain training
throughout a tumultuous year. There has been
much consideration of alternative means of
educational delivery and assessment, with many
of the resultant developments an improvement
upon existing processes. The use of virtual meeting
platforms, previously derided as cumbersome,
have by necessity become a mainstay, familiarity,
and technological improvement, ensuring they will
continue to have a substantial role long after any
travel restrictions have eased. All Board of Urology

members have made an immense contribution to
maintaining the quality of training in the face of
unprecedented challenges, and I am privileged to
have a role in such a team.
The Sub-Committee structure, envisaged and
developed initially under the leadership of Richard
Grills and Melvyn Kuan, has proven invaluable
in navigating the altered landscape in 2020. The
ongoing work of those involved in the Training Post
Accreditation, Selection, Education and SIMG SubCommittees is of vital importance to the running of
the training program.
The RACS established a set of overarching principles
early during the pandemic, electing to suspend all
training post accreditation processes due to issues
relating to inspector access and the potential for
COVID-19 related disruptions to normal practice
precluding an accurate assessment. All inspections
for 2020 have thus been carried over into 2021,
and I thank Nestor Lalak and the Training Post
Accreditation Sub-Committee for their work in
developing robust accreditation processes that can
be implemented to provide fair, accurate and safe
post inspections during 2021.
Plans for selection were likewise initially deferred
as part of the overarching principles. It was unclear
if existing trainees would be able to progress and
vacate posts for the incoming cohort, and the
logistical challenges of the selection process were
likely to be insurmountable. It is a great credit to
Dennis Gyomber and the Selection Sub-Committee
that a successful selection came to fruition late in
2020. Substantial modification of existing processes
was required to facilitate this, and I extend my
gratitude to more than 60 members who gave their
time to perform interviews in each of the regions. I
would acknowledge Dennis and Stuart Philip, who
completed their terms in 2020 after contributing to
the Sub-Committee over many years, and welcome
Lydia Johns Putra as the new Chair.
The work of the Education Sub-Committee has
continued, although delayed by the pandemic. It has
been a pleasure to work with such committed and
knowledgeable individuals dedicated to ensuring
the best possible education for our trainees. We
are now in a position to release the curriculum
document following the incorporation of both
USANZ | 2020 Annual Report
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internal and external feedback received in early 2020.
The next phase revising in-training assessment is
well underway. I thank all those who have provided
feedback on the curriculum document and the
workplace-based assessment trial. Ongoing support
from all members in the implementation of the
curriculum will be invaluable in providing better
outcomes for our trainees.
Assessment of SIMG applications and oversight
of their supervision remains a core responsibility,
Richard Grills continuing his unwavering
commitment and innovative approaches in this
role. Under his guidance Urology has become the
benchmark against which all RACS SIMG assessment
and supervision is judged.
Our Trainee Representatives have excelled, and
I thank Deanne Soares for her contribution as
the Trainee Representative on the Board during
2020. I congratulate her on the appointment to
the Executive of RACSTA in the Communications
Portfolio for 2021, where she joins James Churchill
as the Immediate Past-President. Ken Chow is the
newly elected Trainee Representative, completing
our significant representation at RACSTA, and we
welcome him onto the Board of Urology and look
forward to his contribution throughout 2021.
As every Board Chair would attest, the support and
knowledge of Deborah Klein and Kirsten Isaacs are
fundamental in the successful conduct of the training
program. The past year perhaps like no other, has
tested their ingenuity. The successful conduct of
both selection and Trainee Week in the presence of
a global pandemic and its associated uncertainty is
largely a result of their countless hours considering
and making contingencies for every conceivable
eventuality. I thank them for their tireless work
dedicated to the welfare of our trainees and training
program, noting that without them, my role would
be, at best, much more difficult.
I have been honoured to work alongside Michael
Nugara, CEO and the USANZ Board of Directors
over the past months, negotiating uncharted
territory and making decisions in an environment
of considerable uncertainty. I thank them for their
ongoing support of training and trainees during
these difficult times and their vocal advocacy to
ensure the welfare of all within the urological family.
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Impact of the Pandemic on Training
Shortly after the COVID outbreak was declared a
pandemic, the RACS established a Working Group
responsible for overseeing the RACS response to
this rapidly developing situation. Some overarching
principles were developed, and these became
integral in managing the anticipated disruption to
surgical training during the pandemic. All decisions
and actions were guided by these principles and
were primarily based on the need to act in the best
interests of patient care and the community.
All training activities were significantly impacted
during the early stages of the pandemic, as
concerted efforts were made by RACS to contain
and mitigate the effects of the pandemic on the
Australian and New Zealand communities and
protect the health of all stakeholders.
All face-to-face events, including examinations,
courses, and meetings, were postponed. The
selection process was also suspended.
As significant disruption to the provision of health
services was anticipated, including the cancellation
of elective theatre cases, outpatient clinics and
clinical meetings, trainees were concerned about
the impact this would have on their progression.
However, within the limitations, efforts were made to
continue clinical training activities at a local level as
much as possible.
The Board agreed to consider individual
circumstances where disruptions in clinical or
operative exposure significantly impacted a trainee.
Should an extension of training be necessary in the
future, the maximum time to complete the training
program will also be extended. No disciplinary
action was instituted due to a reduction in operative
exposure or clinical workload.
Whilst there was some variability between hospitals
in terms of the impact of the pandemic on clinical
and operative workload, the disruption to clinical
training was not as widespread as originally
anticipated, and all Training Supervisors had
adequate opportunity to assess trainee performance
during the year.
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Trainees
As adult learners, trainees are expected to be
proactive in managing their education. This is
facilitated by the resources established through the
work of Trainers and Supervisors, Regional Training
Committees, and the Board of Urology.
In many ways, the requirement for trainees to exert
control over their own education has heightened
during the COVID-19 pandemic; fewer educational
opportunities are available, and thus there is a
greater need to fully utilise all those that present
themselves. I acknowledge and commend the way
trainees handled themselves during the events of the
year. None in the past have contended with training
in the face of such conditions, and while many senior
urologists were distanced or even excluded from
hospital environs at the height of the pandemic,
our trainees continued the provision of high-quality
care in any way that was required. For some, this was
unrelated to Urology and at not insignificant self-risk.
Many trainees experienced repeated COVID-19 tests
as the virus spread throughout the hospital system,
particularly in Victoria. They are to be congratulated
on their resilience and dedication to service in
maintaining the health of the community.
At the end of 2020, there were 106 trainees
participating in the SET Program in Urology. The
distribution was as follows:
SET Level

Male

Female Total

% Female

thank and congratulate all members of USANZ who
inspire and nurture junior doctors to pursue a career
in Urology.
We would like to congratulate the following trainees
who completed training in 2020 and wish them well
in their future urological career: George Acland, Paul
Bergamin, Vincent Chong, James Churchill, Nicholas
Davies, David Habashy, Marcus Handmer, Victor Ilie,
Andrew Keller, Diwei Lin, Steve McCombie, Sarah
O’Neill, Marlon Perera, Patrick Preece, Fairleigh
Reeves, Hedley Roth, Ania Sliwinski, Francis Ting,
Minh Tran, Mahesha Weerakoon, Jared White.

Flexible Training
Two trainees sought to train in 2020 on a less than
full-time basis. In consultation with the Urology
Department and Medical Administration at Royal
North Shore Hospital, an existing training post was
converted to a job-share position. Each trainee
was afforded a range of clinical, operative, and
educational opportunities.
We look forward to the implementation of
the revised curriculum and its more defined
competencies on which to determine training
progression. This will allow trainees to progress
according to their ability and ensure those wishing
to pursue flexible training are not constrained
by progression on the basis of training time
equivalence. It is anticipated this will provide greater
assurance for both trainees and supervisors of
appropriate progression regardless of their time
spent in training.

nSET1

15

4

19

21.1

nSET2

16

9

25

36

nSET3

12

5

17

29.4

Training Posts

nSET4

13

3

16

18.8

nSET5

19

4

23

17.4

Interrupted

4

2

6

33.3

Total Trainees

79

27

106

25.5

In accordance with the RACS overarching principles,
all onsite Training Post accreditation inspections
were postponed, and ongoing accreditation
was extended by 12 months for posts that were
scheduled for inspection in 2020. To reduce any
additional burden to health services, paper-based
inspections / reviews were also not conducted in
2020. Where required to ensure the safety and
welfare of trainees, alternative approaches were
considered to manage out-of-cycle accreditation
visits.

There remains a concerted effort to address
disparity in our training program. To date, this has
predominantly focused on gender disparity, and it is
pleasing to see improved representation evident in
our trainees. There remains much work to do before
our membership accurately reflects the communities
we serve, and we will continue to institute measures
facilitating diversity in the Urological workforce. I
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Training Supervisors

Selection

This year has posed a great many challenges for
all involved in training. On behalf of the Board of
Urology, I thank and commend all the Training
Supervisors and Trainers for their efforts to continue
training through the substantial alterations in medical
practice wrought by COVID-19. Responsibility for
training our future Urologists is both challenging
and rewarding, and this has been heightened
by the events of 2020. Their willingness to adapt
and institute new educational techniques has
been instrumental in mitigating the impact of the
pandemic on training.

A selection process was undertaken in 2020 for
entry into the SET Program in Urology in 2021, and
51 doctors applied. The following 19 new trainees
were selected and will commence clinical training
in 2021: Thomas Ahn, Amer Amin, Nicole Avery,
Sankara Varun Bhoopathy, Michael Chen, Tzu-Hung
(Allen) Chen, Matthew Farag, Bridget Heijkoop,
Jason Kim, James Macneil, Jordan Mann, Margaret
Mansbridge, Bashar Matti, Andrew Moe, Ellen
O’Connor, Michelle Ong, Niranjan Sathianathen,
Andrew Silagy, Brennan Timm

Examinations
The cancellation of the May Fellowship Examination
was a major disappointment for all, particularly those
trainees who had dedicated months to preparation.
In the persistent uncertainty, there were concerns
that there may not be any examination format able
to provide a safe, fair and valid assessment of our
trainees. The determination of Senior Examiner Glen
Wood and his fellow examiners allowed candidates
to sit in late 2020 by addressing the significant
logistical hurdles which threatened its viability.
They are to be commended on their willingness to
adopt new techniques without compromising the
safety or standards of the examination. I particularly
acknowledge those former examiners who were
willing to re-enter the court in these exceptional
circumstances and were pivotal in the successful
conduct of the examination.
The following trainees passed the Fellowship
Examinations in 2020, and we congratulate them on
their success:
Anthony Dat, Luke Gibson, Simon Harley, Victor Ilie,
Diwei Lin, Anton Maré, Daniel McConnell, Michael
Myint, Sunny Nalavenkata, Sumeet Reddy, Jay
Roberts, Aditya Sharma, Ania Sliwinski, Mahesha
Weerakoon
Twenty-three trainees passed the Surgical Sciences
Examination in Urology in 2020. As there was only
one sitting of the exam, the Frank Gardiner Award
was presented to the trainee attaining the highest
score. The recipient was Matt Nobbs, a nSET1
trainee from New Zealand.
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The Board also appointed Samantha Koschel
and Elena Galiabovitch, who have deferred
commencement of clinical training in 2021.

Curriculum Development Activities
The Education Sub-Committee continued to make
considerable progress in the development of
the new curriculum, and the syllabus component
covering knowledge, procedural skills, and nontechnical competencies (including the newly
established cultural competency) was finalised after
incorporating external stakeholder feedback. Whilst
the launch was delayed due to the significant impact
of COVID-19 on the training environment, it is likely
to be released in 2021 with a staggered approach
and subsequent alignment of examinations
along with the introduction of workplace-based
assessments occurring sequentially thereafter. The
Education Sub-Committee has also been working
on revised workplace-based assessments. A future
review will examine the current quarterly assessment
forms, along with methods for achieving the research
requirements and modifications thereto.

Trainee Week
Trainee Week 2020 was held in late November 2020.
Due to the pandemic, a decentralised meeting was
organised with participants gathering in one of six
hubs (over five time zones) which were then brought
together virtually. In total, the event attracted 84
trainees and SIMGs, 62 industry representatives,
and 117 speakers and examiners. The Board would
like to thank the Scientific Committee: Michael
Wines (NSW), Lydia Johns Putra (VIC), Marc Heinau
(NZ), Jon-Paul Meyer (QLD), Rob Goodwin (WA)
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and Rick Catterwell (SA) for their collective efforts
in arranging stimulating local and joint sessions
presented by several Urologists and other medical
experts from across Australia and New Zealand. We
are looking forward to NSW hosting Trainee Week
in Sydney in 2021.

Final Words
It is fair to say that the first year as Chair of the Board
of Urology has not eventuated as I anticipated.
I am uncertain if anybody ever feels completely
prepared to take on such a position, but the addition
of a global viral pandemic provides no further
reassurance. I remain proud of our training program
and its response to recent adversity and will continue
to do my best to maintain and improve its quality
over the remainder of my term in the hope that the
impact of COVID-19 fades over the coming months.
The support of my family has been instrumental, and
I thank them for their forbearance. One of the few
benefits of the pandemic has been the use of virtual
meetings. The substantial travel that I anticipated
has amounted to no more than a trudge to my study
to attend all meetings over the past months. I have
become familiar with the study / living room / dining
room of many colleagues in Australia and New
Zealand, along with their pets and children, without
ever leaving Ballarat.
I am immensely grateful for the support of all
members and trainees during such difficult
circumstances. Their willingness to provide
assistance at every opportunity and make the most
of any situation has been uplifting. I encourage
all to remain aware of the impact of these unique
stressors on themselves and their colleagues and
to be vigilant in recognising and appropriately
managing it.

Board of Urology
Robert Forsyth: Chair
Nestor Lalak: Deputy Chair
Michael Wines: Chair, NSW / ACT Regional
Training Committee
Rick Catterwell: Chair, SA / NT Regional
Training Committee
Marc Heinau: Chair, NZ Regional
Training Committee
Lydia Johns Putra: Chair, VIC (incl TAS) Regional
Training Committee
Jon-Paul Meyer: Chair, QLD Regional
Training Committee
Robert Goodwin: Chair, WA Regional
Training Committee
Glen Wood: Senior Examiner
Stephen Mark: President, USANZ
Mark Frydenberg: Urology Representative,
RACS Council
Richard Grills: Urology Representative,
IMG Assessment and Management
Deanne Soares: Trainee Representative
Michael Nugara: CEO, USANZ

Sub-Committee Chairs
Robert Forsyth: Education
Dennis Gyomber: Selection
(retired December 2020)
Nestor Lalak: Training Post Accreditation
Richard Grills: SIMG

Deputy Chairs, Regional Training Committees
Anthony Hutton (NSW)
Kathryn McLeod (VIC)
Jacob Gleeson (QLD)
Arman Kahokehr (SA)

Urology Representatives, Examinations
Committees
Paul Gilmore: Physiology and Chair, SSE (Urol)
Committee
Bradley Newell: Anatomy
Johan Gani: Clinical Examinations
Niall Corcoran: Pathology

USANZ Support Personnel
Deborah Klein: Education and Training Manager
Kirsten Isaacs: Training Administrator
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DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Continuing Professional Development
Peter Heathcote
USANZ aims to provide a CPD program that is easily
accessible with quality learning exercises and strives
to offer strong encouragement to members to
ensure that their performance follows best practice.
Regrettably, in 2020 the COVID-19 pandemic
severely impacted this program, with the ASM
and all section meetings cancelled. Fortunately,
there were online programs available to members
throughout the year, including the virtual BAUS,
EAU and UAA congresses, several webinars run by
EAU and other associations, and COVID-19-specific
content from RACS.
Many of our members are very generous with their
time in tutoring and mentoring colleagues when
gaining and improving new skills. By learning from
our peers and benchmarking ourselves against the
world’s best practice, we can rapidly reach good
performance status, especially with the introduction
of new technologies.
One of the strategies that continued in 2020 was
providing all USANZ Full Members with free access
to BJUI Knowledge (BJUIK), an online CPD /
CME initiative developed by BJUI. As well as
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providing high-quality and interactive e-learning
that supports continuous professional excellence in
Urology, members can record all their professional
development activities on the BJUI Knowledge
platform anywhere and at any time using any device.
We encourage members to participate in the PCORANZ initiative, which is approved as an audit activity
under the RACS CPD program.
Please support our Society’s endeavours in
keeping us abreast of the latest developments
and the world’s benchmarks and outcomes by
attending (when they recommence post-COVID)
the Section Meetings, our ASM and all the great
satellite meetings that occur during the year. Other
upcoming educational opportunities include the
Virtual UAA 2021 Congress (19-22 August), ICS 2020
in Melbourne (12-15 October), and UAA 2022 hosted
by USANZ in Sydney from 4 to 8 October. As we all
know, attending these meetings fulfils many of the
criteria we need for recertification by the College.
Members are encouraged to support the USANZ
BJUI journal supplement; please continue to submit
papers for publication. Most urological journals
are available online, either directly or through the
College.

A N N UA L S C I E N T I F I C M E E T I N G S
Annual Scientific Meetings
Sydney 2020
Jerard Ghossein, Convenor
The 73rd Annual Scientific Meeting of the
Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
was to be held from 7 to 10 March 2020 at the
International Convention Centre in Sydney.
Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 outbreak,
the ASM was cancelled at the last minute.
I would like to thank the tireless committee who
worked with me to assemble this exceptional
Meeting; it was a huge disappointment to us
all that it could not proceed. Shane La Bianca,
Scientific Committee Chair, worked extremely hard
to assemble an exceptional scientific program,
including visiting speakers from Canada, USA,
England, Wales, Greece, Belgium, Italy, Turkey,
Korea, and Taiwan. The Saturday workshops were
designed to encompass all aspects of urological
specialities, including a live operating session.
Marinelle Doctor, Convenor, and Karina So,
Scientific Program Chair, planned a stimulating
scientific and social 25th ANZUNS meeting.
This was to have been the first USANZ ASM held
in Sydney for many years, and the committee
had planned a spectacular social program in
addition to the scientific content. While we are
disappointed that the event could not proceed,
we are grateful to everyone; members, nurses,
other allied health practitioners, industry and
our invited guests, for their understanding of the
exceedingly difficult decision to cancel. All industry
sponsorships were refunded, along with delegate
registrations (for those who requested this).
On the positive side, all our international guests
who had already travelled to Australia arrived
back home safely, and many have expressed the
wish to be involved in a future USANZ ASM.

Gold Coast 2021
(postponed)
Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and
the resulting international and state border
closures, USANZ decided to postpone the
2021 ASM. The ASM will now be held on the
Gold Coast in 2022 (see below). In view of this
postponement, the USANZ Board decided for
the first time to conduct a urology program at
the RACS ASC scheduled from 11 to 14 May 2021
at the Melbourne Convention Centre. We hope
that members will take the opportunity to meet
face-to-face at the ASC in Melbourne, which for
many may be their first opportunity to do so since
2019. If for any reason, the face-to-face Meeting
cannot take place, there will be either state-based
connected hubs or, in a worst-case scenario, a
fully online meeting. The Keith Kirkland and Villis
Marshall session will also be held at the RACS
ASC and we encourage members to support their
trainees by encouraging abstract submissions and
attending the session.

Gold Coast 2022
Anita Clarke, Convenor
Planning for the 74th Annual Scientific Meeting
of the Urological Society of Australia and New
Zealand is underway, and the ASM will be held
at the Gold Coast Convention and Exhibition
Centre, Queensland from 4 to 8 March.
Depending on the situation with COVID-19, it
may be a hybrid rather than solely face-to-face
meeting. The committee is working with SAG
Leaders to develop a list of potential international
faculty members. Of course, the program will
continue to progress over the next 12 months,
so check the ASM website for updates. USANZ is
looking forward to hosting the ASM on the Gold
Coast again after a hugely successful conference
there in 2016. Why not take the opportunity to
bring the family and take a break on the beautiful
Gold Coast? Mark your diary now!
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Specialty Elected Councillor to RACS

Victoria

Mark Frydenberg

Paul Gilmore

2020 was clearly an extraordinary year with
immense challenges for the profession due to
the COVID pandemic. RACS worked closely
with Speciality Societies and Training Boards
regarding an appropriate COVID response
with safety, health and wellbeing of fellows and
trainees being the foremost concern. Challenges
included curtailment of movement due to border
closures, cancellation of the ASC as well as the
May examinations causing massive disruptions in
all surgical disciplines. RACS closely liaised with
the government at all levels regarding surgical
responses to the pandemic, especially safety in
the operating room, PPE requirements, and urgent
surgery prioritisation. Ultimately, the Education
Board, with all Training Boards’ assistance,
could complete selection, and the October
examinations took place. The advocacy team and
ASERNIP-s were able to provide considerable
evidence-based surgical COVID guidelines,
participated in the COVID-19 Guideline Taskforce,
and conducted surveys to collect data to
successfully advocate for the continuation of the
MBS item numbers for telehealth consultations.
RACS has also partnered with all surgical specialty
societies to provide a hybrid educational event in
2021 while uncertainty continues regarding COVID
and Fellows’ movement across our two countries.
For the first time, in 2021, the RACS ASC includes
every surgical Society. During this time, your two
representatives on RACS - myself and Henry
Woo - have been active, with Henry chairing the
Scholarship Committee and myself Chairing the
Research and Academic Surgery Committee, as
well as the Sustainability in Healthcare Working
Group. I was the representative of RACS at the
COVID-19 Guideline Taskforce leadership group
and Steering Committee, a member of the
Professional Services Committee, the Executive of
Professional Development and Services Board and
the Finance Committee; so, Urologists’ views are
well-heard within RACS Council. We will continue
to strive to support urologists and USANZ within
RACS, and I would like to thank the leadership
of USANZ for working so collaboratively with the
College during this extraordinary year.

Executive Committee Members
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Paul Gilmore: Victorian Executive
Committee Chair
Joseph Ischia: Treasurer
Paul Anderson: AMA Representative
Jyotsna Jayarajan: RACS Representative
Mark Frydenberg: Federal USANZ Representative
Lydia Johns Putra: Regional Training
Committee Chair
Deanne Soares: Trainee Representative
Registrar Presentation Evening
Victorian trainees had the opportunity to present
their research during a registrar presentation
evening held on Thursday 29 October 2020
via videoconference. The event gave them the
opportunity to meet their mandatory training
requirements.
Prizes
Anthony Dat won the Peter Lawson Award for
the best Victorian registrar based on aggregate
performance over three years of training (nSET2nSET4); Emma Clarebrough won 1st Prize and
Lana Pepdjonovic 2nd Prize for presentations
delivered by registrars at the 2020 Registrar
Presentation Evening. Dermot O’Kane won the
Villis Marshall Award at Trainee Week 2020.
Education and Training
Of the 51 applicants who applied for entry to
the SET Program in Urology (2021 intake), 13
were from Victoria. There were 10 shortlisted
for the interview, of which 7 were successful.
4 were appointed to training posts in Victoria,
1 deferred training and 2 were appointed to
training posts in NSW. Four Victorian trainees
were successful in the Fellowship examination
in 2020; two passed the Clinical Examination,
and seven passed the SSE (Urology) Exam. Five
trainees completed their SET Urology Training.

.

R E P R E S E N TAT I V E A N D
SECTION REPORT S
South Australia / Northern Territory
John Miller
The past twelve months have been challenging
for SA and NT Urology Section as everywhere
with the COVID-19 emergence. SA Health
adapted rapidly to the challenge of COVID
but necessarily the system altered from the
established mechanism as an Educational and
Training institution. I am pleased that all trainees
were still offered every opportunity to participate
and perform elective surgery and telephone /
video consulting within the SA Health restrictions.
The same can be said for those working in the
private sector who did suffer a period of down
time during the restrictions on surgery and
consulting, but in the latter half of 2020, some
normality seemed to return. A new skill has been
added to Urology practice, with us all becoming
masters in Microsoft Teams and Zoom meetings.
With the retirement of Kim Moretti from the
QEH, Mark Lloyd has become the official Head
of the QEH Urology Unit, and we wish him and
his team all the best for the coming years. Dr
Akbar Ashrafi has joined the Northern Adelaide
Local Health Network at an interesting time in
the development of the Urology Service, and his
skills will add greatly to the Unit at Lyell McEwin
and Modbury. His enthusiasm for education and
research is already proving a plus for NALHN
and SA Urology. Likewise, Dr Matthew Hong
has joined the Urology Unit at SALHN (Flinders
Medical Centre and Noarlunga) as a valuable
member of the Consultant staff.
We remain grateful to all the Urologists in SA
who continue to willingly give their time for
education, training and service to the community
but especially those in official positions of
responsibility. Rick Catterwell was appointed
Chair of the SA Training Committee with the
individual hospital supervisors remaining, Raj
Singh-Rai (RAH), Jason Lee (FMC), Jonathon
Cho (QEH) and Arman Kahkoehr (Deputy
Chairperson) from the Lyell McEwin. Although no
SA based trainee completed training this year,
congratulations are passed on to Diwei Lin, who

passed his fellowship exam in September 2020
whilst performing his nSET 5 year in Queensland.
We wish him all the best in his future career,
whether that be here in SA or elsewhere. After a
somewhat modified selection process, Dr Bridget
Heijkoop was successful in her application and
is commencing SET Urology in NSW this year.
In South Australia, we are pleased to welcome
Dr Andrew Moe from WA into the SET Urology
program commencing at Flinders Medical Centre
in 2021 and wish him every success during his
training. Great efforts were made to improve the
local training program, and in the time of COVID,
regular online tutorials were arranged over the
year culminating in a local hub developed for the
virtual trainee week held late in 2020, which was
very successful. The improvisation from Rick and
his training supervisor team is to be applauded.
Dr Hilary Boucaut announced her retirement
from practice, and as the pre-eminent Paediatric
Urologist in the state and the first female USANZ
member in SA, I thank her for her hard work,
excellent patient care and education of a whole
generation of surgeons in the art and science of
Paediatric urology. We all wish her a fun-filled,
interesting, and healthy retirement. Associate
Professor Kim Moretti announced his retirement
from Public Hospital Urology practice and is
thanked for his many years of service to South
Australian patients, Trainees, Consultants, and
others who have worked with him over his three
decades at the QEH. I personally valued his hard
work for the unit at the QEH and his support,
particularly when it came to organising the highly
successful overseas Urology Fellow position for
colleagues from Malaysia, Singapore and the
UK. I am sure he still has some interesting and
worthwhile contributions to SA Urology planned
despite this part of his working life coming to
an end. Darren Foreman has also stepped away
from the Public Hospital system for the time
being, and I am sure all those who have worked
with and for him over the years appreciated his
support, teaching and supervisor skills.
Due to the COVID restrictions, no section-based
Annual Scientific Meeting was held in 2020. The
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financial situation of the SA and NT Section
remains solid under the oversight of USANZ,
and as per the discussion at the 2019 AGM, a
further commitment was made to the SA PCOC
Data Base. Drs Alex Jay and Rick Catterwell
have committed to convening the 2021 section
scientific meeting should it be allowed.
Despite the fact no Urologist is based in regional
or remote areas of South Australia, the state
is generally well served by Urologists visiting
these areas. Currently, the towns covered
include Victor Harbor (Andrew Fuller), Murray
Bridge (Rick Catterwell and Alex Jay), Clare and
Wallaroo (Kym Pese), Port Pirie (Raj Singh Rai),
Port Augusta (Jonathon Cho), Port Lincoln and
Whyalla (Jehan Titus), Berri (James Aspinall),
Naracoorte (John Miller), Millicent (Mark Lloyd)
and Mount Gambier (Michael Chong, Matthew
Hong, Alex Jay). Country Health SA is continuing
to support this individualised approach, and I
applaud those who give their time to assist the
rural and remote services within South Australia.
In the Northern Territory, Henry Duncan’s efforts
do at last seem to be bearing fruit with a resident
South African Urologist Dr Kenny du Toit, from
Cape Town, who is going through the IMG /
RACS Assessment. We wish him all the best
for the pending FRACS Urology exam later this
year. It is hoped that with an adequate number
of Urologists providing services in Darwin that
reliance on the local General Surgeons to
perform urology in the public system will be
reduced. Visiting Urologists from Adelaide and
Cairns also have a presence as a fly-in / fly-out
service in the private sector. Darwin Hospital
continues to provide an outstanding opportunity
for pre-SET training with a structured program,
including an ICU term, with excellent experience
in General Surgery with the option of dedicated
Urology term.
Lastly, I am pleased that I have been re-elected
as the SA & NT representative on the USANZ
Board of Directors for a further three years and
look forward to representing our local members
at the organisational level.
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Northern
Simon Pridgeon
The 2020 Northern Section Meeting was
regretfully cancelled in 2020. The 2021 meeting
will be held in Brisbane at Rydges Hotel South
Bank from 8-9 October. This will be a great
opportunity for colleagues to meet up face-toface once again and showcase the knowledge
and expertise that exists within the Northern
Section. These talks will be complimented by
guest lectures from outside of the Section. I hope
this will also offer the chance for everyone to
catch up with friends and re-establish working
collaborations. Thinking even further in advance,
the section meeting for 2022 is already being
planned, and a meeting on the Gold Coast is set
to be a great academic and family event.

New South Wales
Steven Sowter
The USANZ NSW Section Meeting was scheduled
to be held at the Novotel Wollongong Northbeach
from 29 to 31 October 2020, with planning
underway on the Meeting since 2019. Unfortunately,
due to COVID-19 and the government restrictions
on gatherings, the difficult decision was made in
May 2020 to postpone the 2020 meeting to 4-6
November 2021, at the same venues that were
booked for the 2020 meeting.

New Zealand
Leanne Shaw
Although COVID-19 disrupted our lives this year,
through some luck and hard work by our members,
we still managed to run several of our usual activities.
The Clinical Directors had two face-to-face
meetings. These are an excellent way for all
departments to discuss topics and share ideas.
The first reviewed the implementation of Cx
bladder into practice and discussed the optimal
investigation pathway for prostate cancer. We
also discussed struggles with theatre capacity and
meeting outpatient targets.
The second meeting in Queenstown had two
parts. The first covered the increasing workload of

R E P R E S E N TAT I V E A N D
SECTION REPORT S
acute call and how best to run on-call rosters and
a discussion around standardising follow up of
prostate cancer patients around the country, more
on that at the next meeting.
For the second part, Stephen Mark arranged an
evening discussion the night before the Section
Meeting analysing data from the PCOR and
sharing ideas around how this might be used in the
future.
We were lucky enough to have a Section meeting
in November in Queenstown organised by
Stephen Mark, Leanne Shaw, Mike Stotzer and
Madhu Koya. Everyone was thrilled to be able to
catch up “face-to-face”; there really is nothing
like social interaction. There were no international
guests, but we proved there is plenty of talent
right here in NZ. General topics of cancer and
endourology were presented, and in addition,
a session on equity and diversity along with a
great guest speaker, Prof Michael Baker, who
gave a good summary of COVID-19 from an
epidemiologist’s perspective. Trainees and nontrainees were able to present their research. The
Meeting was very well supported by the trade.
Queenstown delivered picture-perfect weather for
everyone to enjoy the view from the gondolas for
the conference dinner. Madhu Koya stepped down
from Chair of NZ Section, and the first female chair,
Leanne Shaw, was voted in.  
Trainee selection for 2021 went ahead, as did the
Fellowship exams, which were run out of Auckland
by our own members.
Our trainees were able to attend Trainee Week,
although in a different format. Marc Heinau (Head
of Training NZ) arranged a hub in Wellington so
the trainees could gather and enjoy local teaching
but also join with their Australian colleagues via
Zoom.

Tasmania
Stephen Brough
Tasmanian Section activities were significantly
curtailed in 2020 because of the COVID-19
pandemic. As with most other Sections, there has
been no ASM.
Claire Pascoe completed her nSET 2 year in
Launceston. She coped admirably with the
enforced separation from her family and friends
in Melbourne, but her logbook reflects a unique
clinical exposure. We welcome Aji Loganathan in
her place.
Steve Brough concludes three years as Tasmanian
Section Chairman and Board of Directors
Representative in April this year. He will be
succeeded by Raj Gogia.

Western Australia
Jeff Thavaseelan
Western Australia was quite fortunate during
2020 to avoid a prolonged disruption to activity
as experienced by many other states. However,
due to the unpredictable nature of the COVID
pandemic and the potential for lock down at
short notice, we postponed the state Scientific
Meeting to the latter part of 2021. The convener
is Dr Matt Brown, and we look forward to a great
meeting.
I have been Chair of the WA section for the past
seven years and will be passing on the baton
to one of my colleagues in April 2021. WA has
a close and collegiate membership, and I am
privileged to have represented them and to have
served as a director on the USANZ Board.
.

We are all looking forward to 2021 being a better
year and hope to catch up again at the NZ hub of
the ASC in Wellington in May.
.
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AU S T R A L A S I A N U R O L O G I C A L
F O U N D AT I O N R E P O R T
Australasian Urological Foundation
Michael Rochford, Chair
Reporting Activities During 2020
The financial position of the Foundation is secure
and has remained stable throughout 2020. The
Foundation is a Registered Charitable Organisation
by the ACNC. The ATO has also declared that
donations to the Foundation are Tax Deductible.
Travel Grants
Due to travel restrictions because of COVID-19,
Travel Grants were not offered for 2020 or 2021
Foundation Speaker at USANZ ASM
The AUF sponsored Professor Piet Hoebeke as
the Foundation Speaker for the cancelled 2020
USANZ ASM.
Keith Kirkland and Villis Marshall Awards
The AUF sponsored two prizes at $2500 each,
awarded at the 2020 Trainees Meeting. The
recipients were:
Keith Kirkland Prize: Sheliyan Raveenthiran
Villis Marshall prize: Dermot O’Kane
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Group Membership of SIU
The Foundation entered into an agreement with
the Board of the SIU to fund Group Membership
of all members of USANZ for three years
commencing January 2019. The agreement is
active. Due to Privacy Laws relating to personal
data, each urologist will need to make an
individual application to the SIU.
Urology Trainees are already SIU members and
take part in SIU Academy Educational exercises.
Membership is also open to Senior Members of
USANZ.
Financial Statements
The Financial Statements to 31st December 2020
are still in preparation.
The Board would like to thank all members who
make donations to the Foundation, which are for
the benefit of all members of the Society.

U S A N Z P R I Z E S A N D AWA R D S
USANZ Prizes and Awards
Keith Kirkland and Villis Marshall Awards: These
awards are for the best presentations by SET
Urology trainees in the Keith Kirkland / Villis
Marshall session at the Annual Scientific Meeting.
In 2020, due to the ASM cancellation, the
presentations took place and awards presented
during Trainee Week. The Keith Kirkland Award is
for the best presentation of research undertaken
in a clinical environment. The Villis Marshall Award
is for the best presentation of research undertaken
in a full-time academic / scientific environment.
The awards consist of a cash prize of $1,000 from
USANZ and an AUF Travelling Fellowship to the
value of $2,500 to present their work overseas.
Alban Gee Award: This award is for the best poster
presentation by a USANZ Member (including SET
Urology Trainees) at the Annual Scientific Meeting.
The award consists of a cash prize of $500 from
USANZ.
BAUS Trophy: USANZ awards this trophy for
the Best Scientific Podium presentation by a
Full Member of USANZ at the Annual Scientific
Meeting. The recipient’s name is engraved on the
BAUS Trophy alongside all previous BAUS prize
recipients. The award also includes complimentary
registration to attend the BAUS Annual Meeting
the following year.
Low-Arnold Award in Female and Functional
Urology: This award is for the Best Podium or Poster
Presentation in the field of Female or Functional
Urology presented at the Meeting by a Full Member
of USANZ. The award consists of a $1500 cash prize.
Platinum Trophy: The Platinum Trophy is for the
Best Endeavour presented by a Full Member
of USANZ. The prize includes a Trophy and free
registration for the USANZ Annual Scientific
Meeting the following year.
Young Investigator Award: This award was
presented to the Principal Investigator of a paper
presented at the USANZ ASM in the field of
Functional and Female Urology and is a cash prize
of $10,000.

Christchurch Medal Award: USANZ introduced
the Christchurch Medal to recognise Urologists
who demonstrated outstanding acts for the benefit
of others immediately following the devastating
earthquake on 22 February 2011 in Christchurch,
New Zealand. The criteria are:
a) Christchurch Medal Bravery Award for acts of
bravery in hazardous circumstances, where
the nominee risked personal injury and/or
death to save the life or render assistance to
someone in need.
b) Christchurch Medal Community Service Award
in recognition of urologists who have given
exceptional community service, where the
nominee has substantially contributed to the
improvement of the quality of life of members of
a community through humanitarian endeavours.

2020 Award Winners
Keith Kirkland Award
Sheliyan Raveenthiran
Villis Marshall Award
Dermot O’Kane
Christchurch Medal
The 2020 Christchurch Medal for Community
Service was to be presented to Sue Chapman at
the 2020 ASM in Sydney. Due to the cancellation
of the ASM, the presentation will take place at the
USANZ ASM on the Gold Coast in 2022.
Honorary Membership
In 2020 the Board of Directors awarded Honorary
Membership to distinguished Urological Surgeon,
Dr Sanjay Kulkarni. Due to the cancellation of
the ASM, the presentation will take place at the
USANZ ASM on the Gold Coast in 2022.
Alban Gee Award*
BAUS Trophy*
Low-Arnold Award in Female and Functional
Urology*
Platinum Trophy*
Young Investigator Award*
* Not awarded in 2020 due to the cancellation of
the ASM during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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AG M AG E N DA

Agenda
The 74th Annual General Meeting of the Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand will
be held at 3.00 pm, Saturday 24 April 2021 as a Virtual Meeting.
1.		 Welcome
2.		 Present
3.		 Apologies
4.		 Proxies
5.		 Minutes of the 73rd Annual General Meeting held at 3.00 pm on Saturday 25 July 2020
as a Virtual Meeting
6.		 Business arising from the minutes
7.		 President’s Report
8.		 Chief Executive’s Report
9.		 Secretary’s Report
10. Treasurer’s Report
11. Annual Reports of the Society (for noting)
		 11.1 Board of Urology
		 11.2 Royal Australasian College of Surgeons
12. Special Resolution to amend the USANZ Constitution
		 Resolution 1:
That the marked amendments to the section of the Constitution headed “Board of
Directors” (clauses 48 - 62), relating to appointment and cessation of appointment of
Sectional Representatives, be adopted.
		 Resolution 2:
That the marked amendments to all provisions of the Constitution, other than the
marked amendments in the section of the Constitution headed “Board of Directors”
(clauses 48 - 62), be adopted.
13. Changes to Officeholders
14. General business
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MINUTES
Minutes of the 73rd Annual General Meeting of the Urological Society of Australia
and New Zealand held virtually at 3.05 pm on Saturday 25 July 2020.
1

Present
Paul Bergamin, Gideon Blecher, Stephen Brough, Rick Catterwell, Janice Cheng, Anita Clarke,
Robert Davies, Danielle Delaney, Scott Donnellan, Caroline Dowling, Robert Forsyth, Mark
Frydenberg, Troy Gianduzzo, Richard Grills, Jeremy Grummet, Uri Hanegbi, Peter Heathcote,
Kirsten Hoyle, Lydia Johns Putra, John Kourambas, Melvyn Kuan, Adam Landau, Kenny Low, Finlay
Macneil, Greg Malone, Stephen Mark, Kara McDermott, Karen McKertich, Richard McMullin, John
Miller, Daniel Moon, Anthony Nixon, Helen O’Connell, Kesley Pedler, Stuart Philip, Prem Rashid,
Manmeet Saluja, Shomik Sengupta, Patrick Teloken, Hee Soo Teng, Jeffrey Thavaseelan, Isaac
Thyer, Arvind Vasudevan, Roger Watson, Sydney Weinstein, David Winkle, Glen Wood, Chew-Lin
Yip, Yuigi Yuminaga. (49 Members – 48 Voting Members)
Proxies
Christophe Chemasle, Nicholas Buchan, Edwin Arnold, Madhusudan Koya, Darren Foreman,
Jonathan Masters, Venu Chalasani, Sunny Lee, Arman Kahokehr, Marc Heinau, Trenton Barrett,
David Webb, Jerard Ghossein, Patrick Meffan, Malcolm Lawson, Shane La Bianca.
In attendance
M Nugara (CEO); D Klein (E&TM), J Street (Communications), M Bennison (GSC - Minutes), Gavin Reed
(Lumi).

2

Apologies
Darren Katz, Hans Goossen.

3

Welcome
The Chair declared the meeting opened at 3.05pm.
Statement of acknowledgement to the First People and Maori
Stephen Mark acknowledged the Gadigal people of the Eora Nation as the traditional custodians
of the land where our Edgecliff offices are based. He also acknowledged the traditional
custodians of the lands on which each of the attendees are living and working from this day and
paid respect to the Elders past, present and future.
Haere mai ki te whare piki ora o Mahutonga Tena kotou, tena kotou, tena kotou katoa.
Quorum
“No business shall be transacted at any General Meeting unless a quorum of members is present
in person which shall not be less than 5% of all Full Members of the USANZ.”
There being greater than the requisite 5% of all Full Members and Fellows present, the meeting
was declared quorate. (As at 23 July 2020, the number of Full Members of USANZ totalled 587.
Therefore at least 30 members were required to be present to achieve a quorum).
The quorum for this meeting is 30 voting members and Stephen confirmed that 48 voting
members were in attendance and a further 16 members had submitted proxies. He formally
declared the meeting open.
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Eligibility to Vote
All current financial Full Members and Fellows of the Society are eligible to vote at the Urological
Society of Australia and New Zealand’s Annual General Meeting.
Declaration of Conflict of Interest
“Any member who has a direct or indirect pecuniary or non-pecuniary interest in a matter
being considered, or about to be considered at the Annual General Meeting shall, as soon as
practicable after the relevant facts come to the member’s knowledge, disclose the nature of that
interest.”
The Chair must cause the declaration to be recorded in the Minutes of the meeting.
A member who has a conflict of interest in a matter must not be present during any deliberations
on the matter and is not entitled to vote on the matter.”
Change to the agenda, voting processes and meeting format
Stephen Mark formally declared voting to be open on all USANZ resolutions.
He reported that this was USANZ’s first virtual AGM and it presented some unique challenges. He
advised that during the last rehearsal on the previous day, it became clear the text-based Q&A
section was not conducive to an open genuine discussion on the special Constitutional resolution
on criteria for full USANZ Membership. Given the significance of the proposed changes, the
potential varied views, and the difficulty to ensure genuine Member engagement, USANZ elected
to withdraw this resolution. He acknowledged and apologised for the late notice, however under
the circumstances it was the most appropriate action.
The format of this meeting therefore will be presentation of all the reports in order as per the
agenda, a Q&A session where any Member is welcome to submit a question; voting on the
resolutions 1-6 will be open throughout the meeting and a warning will be given prior to the
voting closure.
Stephen asked everyone to note that the results of the voting will be announced at the end of the
USANZ Meeting and prior to the ANZAUS Meeting.
4

Minutes from the previous Annual General Meeting
Resolution:
That the minutes of the 72nd Annual General Meeting held at 4.45 pm, Saturday 13 April 2019
in Room M2, Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, South Bank, Queensland, Australia be
approved as a true and accurate record of the meeting.
FOR 77.59%

5

Business Arising from the Minutes
Nil
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ABSTAIN 20.69%

MINUTES
6

President’s Report
Stephen spoke to the President’s report as published in the 2019 Annual Report. He highlighted
the impact of COVID-19 and acknowledged the many USANZ Members who are on the front line
of this crisis. He also highlighted Joseph Ischia’s study on the novel IV6 that was featured on ABC
7.30 Report. Stephen also acknowledged the Australian situation with COVID-19, which differed to
that in New Zealand.
Stephen provided an update to the President’s report, which was written prior to the cancelled
2020 ASM in Sydney. He reported that USANZ is watching the virtual meeting space closely and
has surveyed the views of Members. He reported that the ASM on the Gold Coast in March 2021
has been cancelled and that the Board is aware the UAA 2021 meeting in Sydney will also be in
a different format. These meetings are now under review, and discussions with UAA are taking
place to mitigate risk to USANZ. USANZ has been in touch with various Urology leaders around
the world to learn from their respective situations. At this stage, no meeting expenditure has been
committed to and several initiatives scheduled for 2020 have been delayed.
Stephen thanked all Members especially those with pro-bono roles in the Society, specifically
Stuart Philip who has recently retired as the Chair of the Board of Urology but was unable to be
thanked in person at the Sydney ASM. Stephen welcomed Rob Forsyth into this position. Stephen
thanked Michael Nugara CEO, Deborah Klein, Madeleine Bennison and all other USANZ staff who
have been working hard for the Society from their homes. Stephen wished everyone well for 2021.
Stephen then handed over to Michael Nugara for the CEO report.
There were no questions from the floor on the President’s Report.
Resolution:
That the President’s report be accepted.
FOR 98.31%

7

AGAINST 0%

ABSTAIN 1.69%

Report of Chief Executive Officer
Michael Nugara, CEO spoke to his written report. Michael advised that the financial impact of
COVID-19 will be addressed in the Treasurer’s report. He reported that the pandemic has triggered
a swift change in how USANZ conducts its business and from the latter part of March most staff
have been working remotely. We have seen a rapid change to virtual meetings from face-to-face
meetings which are not possible in the near future. USANZ also had to limit its financial exposure
by postponing the 2020 State Section Meetings and the 2021 ASM.
Trainee week will also be different this year with different centres across the country and New
Zealand being used and connected via a video conference facility. Michael reported that USANZ is
currently assessing different online platforms to develop an appropriate meeting structure for the
ASM. Members who have attended the AUA and EAU virtual meetings are reminded that USANZ
is seeking thoughts and feedback on their experience.
Michael acknowledged that it is unclear what the USANZ landscape will look like in the next 12-18
months. It is possible that education will include virtual or hybrid meetings and that would be
subject to future restrictions being imposed by the government, as well as consideration given
to delegates who may be reluctant to travel and attend large gatherings. Given the enormous
uncertainty and travel restrictions at present, the annual strategic planning meeting, usually held
in August, has been postponed. The fallout from COVID-19 is likely to have lasting implications for
USANZ and will influence strategic initiatives and business operations.  
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Michael reported that a significant amount of work took place on digital transformation of
USANZ in 2019 and early 2020. The first phase was the launch of the new website and the issuing
of membership subscriptions from the new Membership Management System. By now most
members will be familiar with the new dashboard and associated functionality regarding updating
personal details. Four new platforms were launched this year, which is a huge achievement for a
small team like USANZ. The other 2 were the new finance system and the Netwit replacement,
UroChat. UroChat is the first of many online communities expected to launch over the next 12-18
months. Michael advised that any member who would like assistance with these should contact the
USANZ Office.
Resolution:
That the Chief Executive Officer’s report be accepted.
FOR: 98.31%
8

AGAINST: 0%

ABSTAIN: 1.69%

Secretary’s Report
Peter Heathcote, Honorary Secretary, spoke to the written report. Peter acknowledged that this
year we have lost two USANZ Members - Peter Maher and Harvey John Alexander, both from
NSW. Peter acknowledged that in our close-knit community we feel the loss of any Member and
especially those who have made such a large contribution to Urology.
The report was taken as read.
Resolution:
That the Secretary’s report be accepted.
FOR 100%

9

AGAINST 0%

ABSTAIN 0%

Treasurer’s Report
Michael Nugara, CEO, provided the Treasurer’s report. Michael reported that the preparation
of the statutory accounts and the audit process were completed satisfactorily for the 2019 year
with unqualified audit clearance provided. Overall USANZ performed well, returning a surplus
of more than $474,000 which is $73,000 more than in 2018. This included unrealised gains
on investments of about $147,000. Operating revenue increased by about $396,000 to over
$5,000,000. Key to this were the two additional meetings held in 2019: the Sexual Medicine
Conference and the Functional Urology Symposium.
Investment income returned $383,000, an increase of $164,000 over the prior year. This
comprised interest earnings and dividends. USANZ’s operating expenses increased in 2019
by $520,000 with $340,000 related to the two additional meetings. Office Administration costs
increased by $106,000 and this included $70,000 for Payroll Tax.
During 2019, USANZ was audited by the NSW Office of State Revenue and deemed to be liable
for Payroll Tax. During 2019 there was also an increase in the use of consultants and casual staff.
The USANZ balance sheet remained very strong with total Assets of $14.3 million and Liabilities
of $1.3 million.
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Michael reported that, considering the events of 2020, the strength of its balance sheet has put
USANZ in a strong position to deal with the pandemic. The cancellation of the ASM the day
before it was due to start and before the pandemic was declared, meant that USANZ was liable
for the full cost of the Meeting. This, coupled with delegate fee and sponsorship refunds, created
a significant exposure to USANZ resulting in a loss of approximately $1.3 million. Overall, at the
organisational level, USANZ is forecasting a loss of $1.4 million for the full 2020 year.
Michael reported that USANZ has implemented a number of initiatives to minimise its exposure.
These include the government stimulus package entitlements, Job Keeper payments, Payroll
Tax being waived and the ATO cashflow boost. Discretionary expenditure has been non-existent
since this crisis began.
USANZ has incurred the essential expenditure to keep the business operational. The hiring of an
additional staff member has been deferred, and there has been a freeze on salaries. Overall, this
is an evolving space with great uncertainty, and we will continue to be vigilant with managing the
Society’s finances.
The report was noted.
Resolution:
That the Treasurer’s report be accepted.
FOR 100%
10

AGAINST 0%

ABSTAIN 0%

Questions from the floor
10.1 Was any of the financial loss of the ASM covered by insurance? (Lydia Johns Putra)
Stephen Mark advised that the insurance cover was unable to be accessed due to the timing of
cancellation and notification of the pandemic. The Board took external advice with three main
factors contributing to the decision: community transmission of the virus, the requirement for 14day isolation, plus any other publicity around contamination and medical inactivity occurring as
a result of that. The day before the ASM, the Board held a special meeting, and the decision was
made to cancel the ASM.
Michael Nugara added that USANZ is still following up on some of the possible costs associated
with the international faculty to cover flight costs, and these are under the review by the insurer.
10.2 In regards to our’ investment income’ is there an investment strategy? Are our investments
health industry related? Coal industry related etc? (John Kourambas)
Peter Heathcote reported that USANZ has an Investment Policy that includes the establishment
of an Investment Committee whose current members are Peter Heathcote, Tyrone Carlin,
and Andrew Brooks. The Investment Policy is available to members. USANZ has adopted a
conservative approach, including investment in only Australian shares initially. There are also
ethical considerations, including no investment in tobacco or gambling. The strategy of investing
$100,000 per month into Exchange Traded Funds resulted in good returns as of December 2019.
The Investment Committee met in May and decided to continue with investing $100,000 per
month. The Board has given the committee approval to invest in international funds; however,
given the global volatility, this has not progressed. The Board authorised 24 tranches of $100,000,
and this is due to finish in August / September. The next board meeting in August will have a
discussion as to where to continue from there.
Michael Nugara confirmed that the final tranche will occur in September.
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10.3 Has there been any determination regarding the UAA Meeting in 2021? (Melvyn Kuan)
Stephen reported that this Meeting is scheduled for August 2021 and that the USANZ and UAA
are in ongoing discussions. However, it is acknowledged that in-person meetings have changed
significantly and that UAA 2021 is unlikely to go ahead as planned. USANZ has mitigated its risk
by agreeing to a 50/50 risk exposure with the UAA and has indicated that USANZ will hold this
meeting in some form, be it a face-to-face meeting or a virtual meeting; however, this will be
dictated by the COVID conditions. We have elected not to spend any additional USANZ revenue
on this meeting until such time as we have further discussion with the UAA Leadership group.
Once we receive the contract from ICC Sydney (the venue for the UAA meeting), this contract will
then lead to a discussion with UAA. The state of the pandemic will decide whether this contract is
signed. Stephen acknowledged those Members who assisted in securing this Meeting for Australia
and the Board recognises their responsibility and effort.
Stephen asked Michael Nugara and Peter Heathcote to add to his response. Both agreed that
Stephen had covered this comprehensively in his response.  Melvyn Kuan thanked the presenters
and advised that he was reassured that USANZ exposure is limited.
10.4 Wondering about the status of the nephrectomy audit? (Dan Moon)
Note: This question was addressed after the closure of the ANZAUS meeting but has been
included in these minutes for completeness.
Stephen advised that the USANZ coordinated nephrectomy registry has just about completed the
pilot phase with a formal report back due to be considered by USANZ Board of Directors at the
August Board meeting. That meeting will discuss opportunities for the registry to continue, and
the outcome will be reported back to members.
10.5 Notice of voting closure
Stephen advised that there were no more questions in the virtual forum and asked if anyone would
like to ask a question to do so now. He also reminded everyone that the voting is now open and
will close after the question-and-answer session has been completed.
Stephen closed the question-and-answer session and again reminded that Members are welcome
to send through any further questions after the meeting.
11

General Business
Stephen opened the discussion for general business and asked Members to submit any general
business items. No further issues were raised.
Stephen formally closed the voting on all USANZ resolutions. He confirmed all resolutions had
been passed and read the results of each vote.

12

Meeting Closure
Stephen thanked all Urologists who attended, including proxies and the Board of Directors.
Stephen also thanked Madeleine Bennison, Michael Nugara and Deborah Klein for their assistance
with the virtual AGM. Stephen also thanked Lumi for their assistance with the virtual platform.
Stephen acknowledged the 66 Members that attended, including proxies, which exceeded
expectations. He encouraged members to submit their feedback on the experience.
Stephen also acknowledged the uncertain situation with COVID-19 in Australia and wished
everyone well for the future.
USANZ AGM closed at 3.42 pm
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SPE C IA L R E S OLU T ION : A M E N DM E N T
OF EXISTING CONSTITUTION
Explanatory memorandum to amendments to USANZ Constitution proposed at
USANZ’s 2021 Annual General Meeting
The purpose of this document is to outline and propose the passing of resolutions approving the
amendment of the Society’s existing Constitution to improve fairness, clarity, and efficiency. The key changes
are set out in the table below. The clause numbers refer to the clause numbers in the marked-up version of
the Constitution found at Annexure A to the memo putting the resolutions to the members.
USANZ has also developed a Membership Administration Policy to complement a number of the proposed
amendments to the Constitution. In particular, some administrative matters have been removed from the
Constitution and will be dealt with in the Membership Administration Policy. The Policy will be finalised and
released to members following the meeting when the outcome of the resolutions has been determined.
To assist members to identify the proposed amendments most worthy of members’ attention, we have noted
in the left-hand column where we think that a proposed amendment is “Significant” to help identify it easily.

Relevant clause
in the Society’s
constitution

Reasons
for amendment

Changes to Membership Classes
Clause 15(A)
[Significant]

Full Membership
At present, there are two criteria for Full Membership. The first criterion is that a Full
Member must either hold FRACS (Urol) or hold a degree or diploma judged by the
Board to be equivalent to FRACS (Urol). The second criterion is that a Full Member
must, except in special cases, have been a Trainee or Provisional member for at least
three years.
There is an element of discretion for the Board to apply when considering if a
person’s training is equivalent to FRACS (Urol). This most commonly affects NZ
members whose overseas urology qualification is recognised under NZ’s vocational
accreditation process but who do not hold FRACS (Urol). The Board has revisited the
appropriate benchmark for qualifying for Full Membership.   
The proposed amendment would provide that only a person who holds FRACS
(Urol) can be a Full Member, with no discretion for the Board to admit persons
claiming to have an equivalent qualification.
The requirement that a member must be a Trainee or Provisional before becoming a
Full Member has been removed as it no longer serves any useful purpose.   

Former clause 15(C)

Provisional Membership
Historically, the Provisional Membership class was offered to new members as a
probationary or qualifying membership before granting Full Membership.  This
membership class no longer serves a useful purpose and has been removed. This
change would mean that an Associate Urological Member (AUM) on the IMG pathway
would not need to become a Provisional Member before becoming a Full Member.
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Relevant clause
in the Society’s
constitution
Clause 15(C) –
formerly 15(D)

Reasons
for amendment
Trainee Membership
The RACS SET Urology Training regulation provides that trainees must hold USANZ
membership and are automatically granted USANZ membership once accepted on
the program.
To align the Constitution with RACS’ rules on this issue, as well as to allow for greater
administrative efficiencies, this clause has been amended to provide that a person
becomes a Trainee Member as at the date they are formally accepted into the RACS
specialty training program in Urology.

Clause 15(E) –
formerly clause 15(F)

Associate Urological Member

Clause 15(F) –
formerly clause 15(G)

Associate Scientific Member

Former clause 15(I)
[Significant]

Changes to the AUM class reflect amendments to other membership classes.  

As this class includes both scientists and registered medical practitioners with an
interest in urology, the name of the Associate Scientific Member class has been
changed to Associate Member.
Senior Member
The Senior Member class has been removed on the basis that it does not need
to be a stand-alone membership class. It will now be an attribution given to a
member once they have met certain criteria. The criteria for senior membership, as
well as any associated discounted membership fees, will be set out in the USANZ
Membership Administration Policy. Retired members, and people who have been
members for thirty years or more, will be entitled to claim concessional rates under
the Membership Administration Policy.
There are consequential amendments to the criteria for other membership classes to
ensure that they will still encompass members who have retired.  

Non-payment of fees by new members
Former clause 22

This clause has been removed. The procedure in the clause has not been followed
in practice. It also deals with administrative matters which can be provided for, if
necessary, in the Membership Administration Policy.  

Criteria for members to vote at the AGM
Clause 24 – formerly
clause 25

As presently drafted, the Constitution provides that only Full Members, Full Senior
Members and Fellows who do not have an outstanding entrance fee, annual
subscription or fine to USANZ, are entitled to vote, unless granted an exemption.
However, as the AGM can take place as early as February, there is a real risk that a
number of members may be overdue as at the date of the AGM. If clause 24 were
strictly enforced, there may not be enough eligible voting members present to
meet the quorum requirements in the Constitution. For this reason, the following
sentence has been removed from clause 24:
No such member whose entrance fee subscription or fine is unpaid at the date of
the Annual General Meeting shall be permitted to vote at such meeting.
The Membership Administration Policy will deal with the consequences of nonpayment of fees or fines.
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Relevant clause
in the Society’s
constitution

Reasons
for amendment

Disciplinary Action and Cessation of Membership
Clauses 26 to 33 –
formerly clauses
27 to 31 and
clauses 61 to 63
[Significant]

Overview
The Constitution has been reorganised to bring together all clauses dealing with
disciplinary action and cessation of membership, for whatever reason, renaming this
section “Disciplinary Action and Cessation of Membership.”  
The amended Constitution consolidates the provisions relating to censure,
suspension, or expulsion of members into clause 30, which were previously found in
clauses 30 and 61.
Procedural Fairness
The Constitution has been amended to grant a measure of procedural fairness
before the Board can exercise any power to censure, suspend or expel a member
under clause 30. Specifically, a member must be informed of the allegations against
them and have an opportunity to be heard in their defence.  
Right of Appeal
The Constitution currently provides a very limited right of appeal from a decision to
cease a person’s membership under the former clause 30. The decision may only be
appealed in the event of manifest error. However, the Constitution also provides (at
the former clause 63) that:
The decision of the Board of Directors as to admission of members, election of
Fellows, termination of membership or exercise of the powers conferred upon the
Board of Directors by clauses 62 and 63 shall be conclusive
USANZ lacks the structure and resources to establish a formal appeals mechanism.
This would usually involve appointing a separate, independent appeals committee.
In addition, former clauses 30 and 61 are inconsistent.  The Constitution has been
amended to remove a formal right to appeal from a Board decision to censure,
suspend or expel a member, or the cessation of membership under the Constitution,
for any reason.

Clause 27 – formerly
clause 28

Transferring members to different membership classes

Clause 28 – formerly
clause 29

Non-payment of fees, subscriptions and fines

As a consequence of the proposed removal of the Provisional Membership class,
this clause is amended to grant the Board a discretion to either resolve that a person
ceases to be a member or is transferred to a different membership class, if they no
longer fulfill the criteria for their existing class of membership.

This clause has been amended to provide that the consequences of non-payment
of fees, subscriptions and fines will be dealt with in the Membership Administration
Policy.
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Former clause 30(B)

Cessation of membership for bankruptcy or insolvency
The sub-clause dealing with bankruptcy or insolvency has been removed. The Board
considers that this should not warrant automatic cessation of USANZ membership.

Clause 29(B)

Cessation of membership for Trainee Members
To complement the change to the membership criteria for Trainee Membership, this
sub-clause provides that Trainee Members automatically cease to be a member if
they withdraw from or cease to be formally accepted in the RACS speciality training
program.

Clause 29(C) –
Indictable offences
formerly clause 30(C)
The sub-clause has been amended to refer to conviction for an indictable offence,
rather than the commission of an indictable offence. The Board could only be
satisfied an offence had occurred following a conviction.
Clause 29(D) formerly clause 30(E)

Clause 29(E)

Cessation of registration as a medical practitioner
The clause has been amended to clarify that cessation of registration as a medical
practitioner is only relevant where that is an applicable criterion for a person’s
membership class.
Cessation of membership under the Membership Administration Policy
This clause has been added to allow for cessation of membership to be dealt with
under the provisions of the Membership Administration Policy.

Former clause 61(A)

Felony and Misdemeanour
Felony and Misdemeanour are not terms used in Australian criminal law and the
concept of misdemeanour also extends to a range of relatively minor offences. This
sub-clause has been removed. The Constitution still provides that membership will
automatically cease on conviction for an indictable offence (i.e., an offence that
carries a maximum penalty of more than 2 years imprisonment and a fine of more
than 240 penalty units). The Board otherwise retains a broad discretion to censure,
suspend of expel members for a range of misconduct.

Appointment of President and Past-President
Clauses 52 and 53 –
formerly clause 48

Clause 48 has been deleted as the reference to former clause 66 was redundant. The
appointment of President is now provided for in clause 52. The appointment of the
Past-President is now provided for in clause 53.

Honorary Secretary
Clause 54

The clause has been added to expressly appoint the Past-President as the Honorary
Secretary of USANZ (this appointment was only implied previously) and to give the
Board the flexibility to appoint additional people to act as Honorary Secretary and
be registered as a Company Secretary with ASIC.  
The Constitution has been amended to refer to Honorary Secretary throughout for
consistency.
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Tenure of Office Holders
Clause 51 – formerly
clause 50

The AGM at which an office holder for President, Vice-President and Past-President
/ Treasurer is replaced will usually not be exactly two years after the AGM at which
they were appointed. The clause has been amended for clarity and accuracy to reflect
what occurs in practice.

Half Tenure Review of Office Holders
Former clause 52

The clause has been removed in its entirety. The Board sees no utility in conducting
the half tenure review previously contemplated in clause 52. It creates greater
certainty and stability for the Board and USANZ to remove this requirement.  

Sectional Representatives
Clauses 58 and 59

Transitions between appointed and default Sectional Representatives
Clause 58 has been added to replace footnotes to clauses 48(g) and 60, and to
provide clearer guidance on the process by which a person becomes a Sectional
Representative for their Section of origin on the Board by default, due to them
already being a Board member in another capacity (e.g., President, ANZAUS Chair,
RACS Councillor).
Clause 59 has been added to provide a process for deciding who will be the default
Sectional Representative when there is more than one person who has attained
office under clauses 48(a) - 48(f), and those persons are from the same Section which
does not have a representative at the time of attaining office. Although not expressly
stated in clause 59, it is assumed that those persons will decide among themselves
who ought to be Sectional Representative. If those persons are not able to come
to agreement, it is assumed that the Board would consult the Section to seek an
endorsement from among those persons.

Clause 60
[Significant]

Move from 2 to 3 terms maximum for default Sectional Representatives
The purpose of having limits on tenure in a board is to balance the value of
continuity and corporate memory with the value of new blood. In some cases where
an appointed Sectional Representative is needed, it can be difficult to find a person
who wants to fill that role. By having the current tenure limit of two terms of three
years each, it can mean losing a person who is happy to be Sectional Representative,
where there is not anyone else from that Section who wants to fill that role.
Given the existing limits on tenure for all other positions on the Board, and the
possibility of there being no other member of the Section who is willing to nominate
for the position of Sectional Representative, the amended clause increases tenure
limits on appointed Sectional Representatives from two terms of three years to three
terms of three years.
Note: An Appointed Sectional Representative is chosen by the Board on the advice
of the relevant Section, so that Section can always choose to have another person fill
that role if desired.
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Grounds for removal of Board members
Clause 66(A) –
The sub-clause has been simplified to refer only to bankruptcy, as the balance of the
formerly clause 65(A) sub-paragraph was unclear.
Former clause 65(B)

Sub-clause (b) concerned non-payment of fees or subscriptions. It is more
straightforward to deal with non-payment by Board members under the
Membership Administration Policy, in the same manner as other USANZ members.
The sub-clause has been removed in its entirety.

Former clause 65(J)

As currently drafted, sub-clause (J) would automatically disqualify any member of the
Board who had a conflict of interest, except in limited circumstances.  This is both
unworkable and unnecessary. Conflicts of interest will often arise in an organisation
such as USANZ and the critical issue is how they are managed. The USANZ Board
Charter and Code of Conduct sets out how conflicts of interests should be managed
by Board members. Conflicts of interest do not need to be dealt with in sub-clause
(J). The sub-clause has been removed in its entirety.

Minor Amendments
Various clauses

Minor typographical and formatting changes.

If a special resolution is passed by the members of the Society, the marked-up amendments to the
Constitution take effect on the day of member approval at the Annual General Meeting.
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PROP O SE D A M E N DM E N T S TO T H E C ON ST I T U T ION
CONSTITUTION OF THE UROLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
Attachment to USANZ Constitutional Review, Issues Paper for 2021 AGM

Constitution
of
The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand
ACN 000 069 376

[Amendments proposed to the 2021 AGM in tracking]

1.

The name of the Association is THE UROLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW
ZEALAND, (hereinafter referred to as USANZ).

2.

Definitions:
(a)

Act means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) or any statutory modification
amendments or re-enactment thereof for the time being in force and any reference to
a particular provision of the Act shall unless otherwise indicated in this Constitution be
deemed to be a reference to that provision as amended or re-enacted or replaced
from time to time;

(b)

Special Resolution has the meaning assigned to it by the Act;

(c)

The Office means the registered office for the time being of USANZ;

(d)

The Board of Directors means the members for the time being of the Board of
Directors hereby constituted;

(e)
(f)

The Register means the Register of Members to be kept in pursuance of the Act;
in writing or written include every mode of representing or reproducing words in a
visible form.

3.

The objects for which USANZ is established are:
(a)

To advance the science of urology.

(b)

To cultivate and maintain the highest principles of urological practice and ethics.

(c)

To promote the practice of urology by securing the improvement of hospitals and
hospital methods.
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(d)

To arrange for post-graduate training in urology at universities, hospitals and
elsewhere and to provide for the holding of classes lectures and meetings and other
means of instructing members and others in the science of urology.

(e)

To promote research in urology and in any other branch of science and learning for
the purpose of improving the practice of urology.

(f)

To bring together the urologists of Australia and New Zealand and other parts of the
world for discussion and demonstration of urological subjects.

(g)

To acquire by purchase, donation or otherwise a library of works relating to or having
a bearing upon the science of urology, and to provide, establish, conduct and carry on
reading, writing, debating, lecture, experimental and or demonstrating rooms or
places with such conveniences as may be deemed desirable therefor.

(h)

To take disciplinary action by expulsion, suspension, censure or otherwise against
members of USANZ in the interests of the members as a whole and the medical
profession generally.

(i)

To establish sections of USANZ in Australia and New Zealand to conduct scientific
activities in accordance with these objects (Sections).

(j)

To afford means of adjusting professional differences to which one or more members
of USANZ may be a party or parties and to decide all questions of usage or courtesy
in connection with matters relating to the practice of urology.

(k)

To promote professional good feeling and friendly intercourse and relationships
amongst the members.

(l)

To undertake and execute any trusts the undertaking whereof may be calculated to
advance the science or practice of urology and to contribute to or otherwise assist in
charitable or benevolent institutions or undertakings.

(m)

To acquire and hold real and personal property by gift, devise, bequest, purchase,
subscription or otherwise (but as regards land subject to the provisions of the Act) and
to sell, exchange, lease, mortgage or otherwise deal with the same respectively and
(subject to cClauselause 4 hereof) to appropriate, distribute and spend the same and
the rents, issues and profits, dividends and income thereof and every or any part or
parts thereof and any moneys arising from the selling, exchanging, leasing,
mortgaging, converting or otherwise dealing therewith as aforesaid.
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(n)

In case USANZ shall take or hold any property which may be subject to any trusts
USANZ shall only deal with the same in such manner as allowed by law having
regard to such trusts.

(o)

To invest the moneys of USANZ not immediately required in such manner as may
from time to time be determined.

(p)

To borrow raise and secure the repayment of money in such manner as the Board of
Directors shall think fit and in particular by the issue of debentures charged upon all or
any part or parts of the property or rights of USANZ both present or future.

(q)

In furtherance of the objects of USANZ to amalgamate or affiliate with any other
society or Association or concern having objects altogether or in part similar to those
of the USANZ provided that in the case of amalgamation such other Association,
society or concern shall prohibit the distribution of its income and property among its
members to an extent at least as great as is imposed on USANZ under or by virtue of
cClauselause 4 hereof.

(r)

In furtherance of the objects of USANZ and subject to Clauseclause 4 hereof to carry
on business as proprietors, printers and publishers of newspapers, journals,
magazines, books and other literary works and undertakings and to establish
competitions in respect of the contributions or information suitable for mention in any
publication and to grant and offer prizes rewards and premiums of such a character
and on such terms as may seem expedient.

(s)

To draw, make, accept, endorse, discount, execute and issue cheques, promissory
notes, bills of exchange, debentures and other documents.

(t)

To appoint from time to time either with full or restricted powers of sub- delegation
and either with or without remuneration (subject nevertheless to Clauseclause 4
hereof) agents, attorneys, local directors or other persons or corporations under
power of attorney or otherwise within the Australia and New Zealand or elsewhere for
the purpose of carrying out all or any of the objects of USANZ and to revoke and
cancel all or any of such appointments or sub-delegations.

(u)

To do all such other lawful things as are incidental or conducive to the attainment of
the above objects including power for USANZ subject to the Act to accept gifts of
money or property under conditions that the same shall be applied to any one or more
of the objects of USANZ.
Provided that USANZ shall not support with its funds any object or endeavour to
impose on or procure to be observed by its members or others any regulation or
restriction which if an object of the USANZ would make it a trade union.
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AND IT IS HEREBY DECLARED that in the interpretation of this clause the meaning of any
of the USANZ’s objects shall not unless the context shall otherwise require be restricted by
reference to any other object or by the juxtaposition of two or more objects and that in the
event of any ambiguity this clause shall be construed in such a way as to widen and not to
restrict the powers of USANZ.
4.

The income and property of USANZ whencesoever derived shall be applied solely towards
the promotion of the objects of USANZ as set forth in this Constitution and no portion thereof
shall be paid or transferred directly or indirectly by way of dividend, bonus or otherwise by
way of profit to the members of USANZ providedPROVIDED that nothing herein shall prevent
the payment in good faith of remuneration to any officers or servants of USANZ or to any
member in return for any services actually rendered to USANZ. No member of the Board of
Directors or governing body of USANZ shall be appointed to any salaried office of USANZ or
any office of USANZ paid by fees and no remuneration or other benefit in money or money's
worth shall be given by USANZ to any member of the Board of Directors except re-payment of
out-of-pocket expenses USANZ. The preceding provisions of this Clauseclause shall not
apply to prevent the gratuitous distribution among, or sale at a discount to, members of
USANZ of any books or other publications whether published by USANZ or otherwise relating
to all or any of its objects as set out above nor to prevent any member who may be a
successful competitor or exhibitor at any competition or exhibition or examination held or
promoted by USANZ under these objects or to the cost of establishing or holding of which
USANZ may have subscribed out of its income or property from receiving as such competitor
or exhibitor a prize medal or other recognition which may under the regulations affecting the
said competition exhibition or examination be awarded to him or her.

5.

The place in New South Wales in which the registered office of USANZ is proposed to be
situated is Sydney.

6.

The liability of the members is limited.

7.

Every member other than an Honorary Member undertakes to contribute to the assets of
USANZ in the event of the same being wound up during the time that he or she is a member
or within one year afterwards for payment of the debts and liabilities of USANZ contracted
before the time at which he or she ceases to be a member and of the costs charges and
expenses of winding up the same and for the adjustment of the rights of the contributories
amongst themselves such amount as may be required not exceeding the annual membership
fee plus $500.

8.

If upon winding up or dissolution of USANZ there remains, after the satisfaction of all its debts
and liabilities any money or property the same shall not be paid to, or distributed among, the
members of USANZ but shall be given or transferred to some other institution or institutions
having objects similar to the objects of USANZ and which shall prohibit the distribution of its or
Page 4
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their income and property among its or their members to an extent at least as great as is
imposed on USANZ under or by virtue of Clauseclause 4 hereof, such institution or institutions
to be determined by the members of USANZ at or before the time of dissolution and in default
thereof by the Supreme Court of the State of New South Wales or such other Court as may
have or acquire jurisdiction in the matter. If effect cannot be given to the above, then to some
charitable object.
9.

True accounts shall be kept of the sums of money received and expended by the USANZ and
the matters in respect of which such receipt and expenditure takes place and of the property
credits and liabilities of USANZ and subject to any reasonable restrictions as to the time and
manner of inspection that may be imposed in accordance with the Constitution of USANZ for
the time being in force, the same shall be open to inspection of members. Once at least every
year the accounts of USANZ shall be examined and the correctness of the balance sheet
ascertained by one or more properly qualified Auditor or Auditors.

10.

No addition, alteration or amendment shall be made to the Constitution for the time being in
force unless the same shall have been submitted to and approved by the Board of Directors.

11.

In this Constitution when any provision of the Act is referred to, the reference is to such
provision as modified by any law for the time being in force.

12.

This Association (hereinafter called USANZ) for the purposes of registration but not by way of
limitation is declared to consist of one hundred members.

13.

The Board of Directors may whenever the business of USANZ requires it register an increase
of the members.

MEMBERSHIP
14.

The subscribers to this Constitution and such other persons as shall have agreed to be bound
by this Constitution, shall be admitted to membership in accordance with the provisions of the
Constitution, and none others, shall be members of USANZ and shall be entered in Register
accordingly.

15.

Membership of USANZ shall be limited to persons who are or have been engaged in the
practice of urology, or take a special interest in urology, and there shall be the following
classes of membership, the criteria for which are set out which are limited as follows:
(a)

FELLOW:
To pPersons who:
(i)

are Full Members of USANZthe Society; and who
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(i)(ii)

Hhave, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, rendered distinguished
service to USANZthe Society and the practice of urology.

(b)

FULL MEMBER:
Persons who:To s
(i)

are registered medical practitioners who practice exclusively the specialty of
urology;

(ii)

are resident in Australia or New Zealand; and

(i)(iii)

urgeons resident in Australia or New Zealand and who practise exclusively or
having retired and at the time of retirement having practiced exclusively the
specialty of urology and who hold the diploma of Fellowship of the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons (FRACS) in Urology ((FRACS) Urology) or
a degree or diploma whose training requirements are judged by the Board of
Directors to be the equivalent of the FRACS (Urology), provided that except in
cases judged by the Board of Directors to be special, an applicant for Full
Membership must be a Trainee Member of at least three years standing or a
Provisional Member of at least three years standing.

(c)

PROVISIONAL MEMBER:
To surgeons resident in Australia or New Zealand and who, with a view to practising
or continuing to practise the specialty of urology and who hold a diploma of
Fellowship of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons in Urology (FRACS
(Urology)) and who have been a trainee member for fewer than three years or who
hold a degree or diploma whose training requirements are, in the opinion of the Board
of Directors, the equivalent of the FRACS (Urology), provided that except in cases
judged by the Board of Directors to be special, no person shall be a provisional
member for more than five years.
Note – International Medical Graduates (IMGs): IMGs working under oversight may
have their 'oversight time' as an Associate Urological Member (AUM) recognised, so
that this period is taken off the three year period as a Provisional Member (PM).
(Board of Directors Resolution November 2009)

(d)(c)

TRAINEE MEMBER:
PToersons who:
(i)

are registered medical practitioners;

(ii)

resident in Australia or New Zealand; and and who
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(iii)

have been are formally acceptedassociated into the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons (RACS) specialty training program in Urology with
advanced training programme of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons
in Urology leading to the diploma of Fellowship of the Royal Australasian
College of Surgeons in Urology FRACS (Urol), and have not yet been
awarded that diploma.

(e)

Persons who fulfil the criteria for trainee membership automatically become Trainee
Members as at the date they are formally accepted into the RACS specialty training
program in Urology.

(f)(d)

(e) (d) CORRESPONDING MEMBER:
To Persons who:
(i)

are practising urologists;

(ii)

are who are full members of another recognized Urological Association in a
country other than Australia or New Zealand; and

(i)(iii)
(g)(e)

who have an interest in urology in Australasia.

(f) (e) ASSOCIATE UROLOGICAL MEMBER:
PToersons who:
(i)

are registered medical practitioners;

(ii)

resident in Australia or New Zealand;

(iii)

do not fulfill the criteria for Full Membership but who, in the opinion of the
Board of the Directors, have a recognised and who have some
approvedqualification or qualifications in urology; andthat in the opinion of the
Board of Directors is not equivalent to the diploma of Fellowship of the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons in Urology

(iv)

have a and whose medical practice which is at is at least two-thirds in the
field of urology or who, at the time they retired (regardless of whether they
maintain registration as a medical practitioner), had a medical practice which
was at least two-thirds in the field of urology.
Note: International Medical Graduates (IMGs) will typically be placed in the
Associate Urological Member category
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Note – International Medical Graduates (IMGs): IMGs working under oversight may
have their 'oversight time' as an Associate Urological Member (AUM) recognised, so that
this period is taken off the three year period as a Provisional Member (PM). (Board of
Directors Resolution November 2009)
(h)(f)

(g) (f) ASSOCIATE SCIENTIFIC MEMBER:
Persons:
(i)

To rresident eAustralia and New Zealand; and

(i)(ii)

who are, or who were as at the time of their retirement:
(A)

scientists who do not practice urology but who are actively interested
in some phase or aspect of urology; orand

(B)

registered medical practitioners who are a member of an approved
non-urological medical society in Australia or New Zealand and who
have an interest in continuing education in urology..

(i)(g)

(h) (g) HONORARY MEMBER:
To pPersons who, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, have made a distinguished
contribution to urology or USANZthe Society.

(j)

(i) SENIOR MEMBER
A Member in the class of Full Member or Associate Urological Member or Associate
Scientific Member may be classified as “Senior Full Member”, “Senior Associate
Urological Member” or “Senior Associate Scientific Member” respectively upon
successful application by the member to the Board of Directors after the member has
fully retired from practice or has had thirty years membership in their respective class
or in other cases as determined by the Board of Directors.

16.

Every application for membership or change of membership shall be accompanied or
supported by such evidence as the Board of Directors may require to demonstrate of that the
applicant fulfills the criteria to be a the qualifications of the applicant to be a member of the
class to which he or she seeks admission. The Board of Directors shall have the power to
reject or suspend an application for any class of membership or change of membership
without assigning any reason thereof.

17.

(a)

An application for admission to any class of membership of USANZ (excluding
Corresponding Members) must be signed by the applicant, and the admission of the
applicant to membership must be proposed and then seconded by two members of
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USANZ, who shall be Full Members or Fellows of USANZ or a Full Member and a
Fellow of USANZ.
(b)

An application for admission to become a Corresponding Member must be signed by
the applicant, and the admission of the applicant to membership must be:
(i)

Be proposed and then seconded by two members of USANZ who shall be
Full Members or Fellows, or a Full member and a Fellow; or

(ii)

Be accompanied by a letter from an international urological association (other
than Australia or New Zealand) recognised and approved by USANZ in its
discretion, from time to time, endorsing the application and confirming the
applicant's current membership category and membership status.

PROCEDURE OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS ON ELECTION OF A MEMBERFELLOW
18.

Any resolution moved before the Board of Directors that an eligible person urologist shall be
elected as a MemberFellow shall be decided on a show of hands unless (before or on the
declaration of the result of a show of hands) a poll is demanded by one member of the Board
of Directors present in person or by proxy entitled to vote. Any such resolution shall be
negatived fail if a majority of votes are not in favour of the resolution or if there be two
adverse votes. The taking of a poll under this clause shall be regulated in the same manner
as is provided by this Constitution in respect of a poll at a general meeting.

19.

Not less than three days prior to the meeting of the Board of Directors at which any proposed
resolution mentioned in the preceding clause is to be put to the vote, the SecretaryHonorary
Secretary shall in writing notify the members of the Board of Directors of such proposed
resolution and the date, time and place of the meeting.

ADMISSION TO MEMBERSHIP
20.

An applicant for membership of any class whose application has been refused shall not be
entitled to re-apply for membership of the same or a higher class until after the expiration of
twelve calendar months from the date of the refusal.

21.

Upon election to the membership, each Member shall commit to pay any entrance fee, annual
subscription or any other fees that may be payable from time to time.

22.

The Secretary shall notify in writing any newly elected member of such election and the said
subscribers of the class of membership to which they have been admitted and request them
to pay any entrance fee and first annual subscription. Until such payment has been made no
member shall be entitled to any rights and privileges as such member. If such member fails to
make such payment within two months of the Secretary's request he or she shall cease to be
and be deemed never to have become a member of USANZ.
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23.22. The SecretaryHonorary Secretary shall publicise to all members of USANZ the election of any
new member to any class.
REGISTER OF MEMBERS
24.23. There shall be kept in the office under the control of the Board of Directors a Register wherein
shall be entered the name and address of each member and his or her class of membership.
ENTRANCE FEE AND SUBSCRIPTION
25.24. Members of every class shall be liable to pay such entrance fees annual subscriptions and
fines for late payment of entrance fees or annual subscriptions as may from time to time have
been determined in respect of each such class of members by the Board of Directors, and
such fees subscriptions and fines shall be payable on such day or days as may be fixed by
the Board of Directors. No such member whose entrance fee subscription or fine is unpaid at
the date of the Annual General Meeting shall be permitted to vote at such meeting.
26.25. The Board of Directors may exempt a member from the payment of the whole or a proportion
of the subscription fixed by or under this Constitution for such period or periods as the Board
of Directors shall think fit. A member who has been exempted from payment of the whole or a
proportion of a subscription under this clause shall only have such limited rights under this
Constitution (including limited or no right to vote and limited or no right to exercise all other
rights and privileges attributable to his or her membership) for such period or periods as the
Board of Directors shall think fit).
DISCIPLINARY ACTION AND CESSATION TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
27.26. Any member may at any time resign his or her membership of USANZ by notice in writing to
the SecretaryHonorary Secretary, and thereupon he or she shall cease to be a member of
USANZ subject however to the provisions of the Constitution and without prejudice to his or
her liability to pay any amount accrued due to USANZ prior to his or her ceasing to be a
member.
28.27. Subject to clause 31 a If a member of any class who at any time after he or she was elected a
member of that class ceases to fulfil possess (other than by reason of retirement from
practice) any of the criteria qualifications prescribed by this Constitution for members of such
class, the Board of Directors may resolve that the person either ceases to be a Member or is
transferred to a different membership class. shall upon resolution by the Board of Directors
cease to be a member PROVIDED that any Full Member ceasing to be a Full member by
virtue of this clause shall if the Board of Directors so resolve become a Provisional
Member.
28.

A member who has not paid any annual subscription and/or other fees or fines that may be
applicable from time to time, will be dealt with in accordance with the USANZ Membership
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Administration Policy, as adopted and amended by the Board of Directors. A member who
fails to pay any annual subscription and/or other fees or fines in accordance with the
Membership Administration Policy will cease to be a member. Any member seeking
re-election by the Board of Directors may be required to pay a re-election fee.
29.

A member whose annual subscription, and/or any other fees that may be applicable from time
to time, shall have become due and who after the Secretary by registered letter addressed to
his or her address appearing in the Register shall have required him or her to pay such
subscription, fails without reasonable excuse to make such payment on or before the thirtieth
day of November following the date on which such subscription became due, shall cease to
be a member, but may be re-elected by the Board of Directors as such member on payment
of three-hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) and all subscriptions and fines due to the date of
re-election. A member so re-elected shall not be required to pay any entrance fee.

30.29. A personmember shall cease to be a member if:
(a)

Ipso facto cease to be a member if he or she dies;

(b)

Ipso facto cease to be a member if he or she becomes bankrupt or insolvent or make
any assignment of his or her property for the benefit of his or her creditors generally;
in the case of a Trainee Member, he or she withdraws from or otherwise ceases to
be formally accepted by the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS)
specialty training program in Urology;

(c)

Ipso facto cease to be a member if he or she is convicted of commits an indictable
offence;

(d)

(e)(d)

Subject to board discretion, cease to be a member if:
(A)

he or she brings USANZ into disrepute; or

(B)

conducts affairs for or on behalf of USANZ:
(1)

in breach of Board policy; or

(2)

beyond the delegation of authority granted by the Board, or

Ipso facto cease to be a member iffor classes of membership which require a person
to be a hregistered medical practitioner, he or shee or she ceases to be registered as
a medical practitioner, except where the person has voluntarily ceased his or her
registration, such ceasing to be registered has been voluntary on the part of the
member (as to which the opinion of the Board of Directors shall be conclusive) or
where the Board of Directors consents to the cessation of registration such ceasing to
be registered either prior thereto or within three months thereafter; or
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(e)

he or she has failed to pay any annual subscription and/or other fees or fines and the
USANZ Membership Administration Policy provides, in the circumstances, that their
membership ceases.

A decision made by the USANZ Board under clause 30 is final, in the absence of manifest
error, and cannot be disputed or appealed.
30.

The Board of Directors shall have power to censure, suspend or expel any member who:
(a)

may be considered guilty of dishonourable or disgraceful conduct;

(b)

has failed to observe the Constitution;

(c)

brings USANZ into disrepute; or

(d)

conducts affairs for or on behalf of USANZ:

(e)

(i)

in breach of Board policy; or

(ii)

beyond the delegation of authority granted by the Board; or

is guilty of conduct which, in the opinion of the Board of Directors, is detrimental to the
interests of USANZ,

provided however that no suspension or expulsion shall be enforced and no censure passed
unless a meeting of the Board of Directors be called for the purpose and two-thirds of the
members of the Board of Directors present in person or by proxy agree to such decision and
that the member concerned shall have first been notified of the matter alleged against him or
her, and given an opportunity of being heard in his or her own defence.
31.

Any member expelled from USANZ, or whose membership ceases, pursuant to a decision by
the Board of Director under clauses 29 or 30 shall not be eligible for re- election as a member
for a period of at least twelve months and then only upon such terms and conditions as the
Board of Directors may determine.

32.

The decision of the Board of Directors as to admission of members, election of Fellows,
cessation of membership or exercise of the powers conferred upon the Board of Directors by
clauses 29, 30 or 31 shall be final.

31.33. No member person who for any reason ceases to be a member of USANZ shall be entitled to
receive nor shall he or she receive a refund of fees or subscriptions paid by him or her to
USANZ on account of his or her membership.
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GENERAL MEETINGS
32.34. A General Meeting (to be called the Annual General Meeting) of USANZ shall be in addition
to any other meeting be held at least once in every calendar year at such time (not being
more than 15 months after the holding of the last preceding Annual General Meeting) and
place as the Board of Directors may determine. Every General Meeting of USANZ other than
an Annual General meeting shall be called an Extraordinary General Meeting.
33.35. Twenty-one (21) days' notice in writing specifying the place and the date and the hour of a
General Meeting and in the case of special business and the general nature of such a
business shall be given to the members in the manner provided foring in this Constitution.
34.36. The business of an Annual General Meeting shall be to receive and consider reports of the
Board of Directors and of the Auditors, to consider any statement of accounts and balance
sheet submitted to the meeting, to endorse the appointment of officers in place of those
retiring, and to transact any other business which under this Constitution ought to be
transacted at an Annual General Meeting and any business which is brought under
consideration by the report of the Board of Directors. All other business transacted at any
Annual General Meeting and all business transacted at any Extraordinary General Meeting
shall be deemed special.
35.37. No business shall be transacted at any general meeting unless a quorum of members is
present in person which shall not be less than 5% of all Full Members of USANZ.
36.38. If within half an hour from the time appointed for the meeting a quorum of members is not
present a meeting if convened upon the requisition of members shall be dissolved. In any
other case the members present shall constitute a quorum.
37.39. The President (if any) of USANZ or, in his or her absence, the Past President and/or, in his or
her absence, the Vice -President shall preside at all general meetings. If the President, the
Past President and the Vice -President are absent from any General Meeting, the members
present shall elect one of their number to be Chair and the Chair so elected shall continue in
office until the conclusion of the meeting.
38.40. Every question submitted to a meeting excepting the election of the Board of Directors shall
be decided in the first instance by a show of hands and in the case of an equality of votes the
Chair shall both on a show of hands and on a poll have a casting vote in addition to the vote
to which he or she may be entitled to vote on a show of hands.
39.41. At any general meeting unless a poll is demanded by at least three members entitled to vote,
a declaration by the Chair that a resolution has been carried or carried by a particular majority
or lost or not carried by a particular majority and an entry to that effect in the Minute Book
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shall be conclusive evidence of the fact without proof of the number and proportion of the
votes recorded in favour of or against such resolution.
40.42. If a poll is demanded as aforesaid it shall be taken in such manner and either by ballot or
otherwise and at such time (not exceeding twenty-eight days from the meeting at which the
same is demanded) and place as the Chair of the meeting directs; and the result of the poll
shall be deemed to be a resolution of the meeting at which the poll was demanded.
41.43. The Chair of a meeting may, with the consent of the meeting, adjourn the same from time to
time and from place to place, but no business shall be transacted at an adjourned meeting
other than the business unfinished at the meeting from which the adjournment took place.
Notice of such adjourned meeting will be sent to members.
42.44. An Extraordinary General Meeting may be convened by the Board of Directors or the
President at any time and Extraordinary General Meetings may also be convened and held in
accordance with the provisions of the Act.
43.45. The accidental omission to give notice of a meeting to, or the non-receipt of notice of meeting
by, any member shall not invalidate the proceedings at any meeting.
VOTES OF MEMBERS
44.46. Every Fellow, Full Member and Senior Full Member who is entitled to vote shall have one vote
and no member of any other membership class shall be entitled to vote.
45.47. (a)

Upon a poll, votes may be given either personally or by proxy but no person who is
not a member of USANZ shall be appointed to act as a proxy and no member of
USANZ shall be entitled as a proxy to vote upon any matter upon which he or she is
not a member entitled to vote.

(b)

The instrument appointing a proxy shall be deemed to confer authority to demand or
join in demanding a poll.

(c)

The instrument appointing a proxy and the power of attorney (if any) under which it is
signed or a certified copy of such power of attorney shall be deposited with the
SecretaryHonorary Secretary or the Chair of the meeting before the person named in
such instrument purports to vote in respect thereof.

(d)

A vote given in accordance with the terms of the instrument of proxy shall be valid
notwithstanding the previous death of the principal or revocation of the proxy in
respect of which the vote is given provided no intimation in writing of the death or
revocation shall have been received by the SecretaryHonorary Secretary or by the
Chair of the meeting before the vote is given.
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(e)

Every instrument of proxy whether for a specified meeting or otherwise must be under
the hand of the appointer or his or her attorney duly authorised in writing and may be
in the form or to the effect following:The Urological Society of Australia and New Zealand I ………………………..
being a member of the above mentioned USANZ hereby appoint
……………………………………………………………….… or failing him or her
…………………………………………………………………. as my proxy to vote
for me and on my behalf at the general meeting of USANZ to be held on the
……………day of …………………………. and at any adjournment thereof, as
witness my hand this …………. day of …………………….20…..

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
46.48. The Board of Directors of USANZ shall consist of:
(a)

President;

(b)

Vice President;

(c)

Past President/Honorary Treasurer /Honorary Secretary;

(d)

ANZAUS Chair;

(e)

Board of Urology (BoU) Chair;

(f)

Specialty Elected Royal Australasian College of Surgeons (RACS) Councillor (RACS
Councillor);

49.

(g)

Sectional Representatives1 for each Section; and

(h)

Two external directors.

The first Board of Directors shall take office on 1 July 2009, and thereafter the Board of
Directors shall take office at the Annual General Meeting.

47.

The Past President shall be the surviving President who has last held office as President of
USANZ. The Past President shall also be the Honorary Treasurer of USANZ.

48.

Subject to clause 66:
(a)

The position of Past President shall be filled by the person who at the Annual General
Meeting vacates the office of President;

Those members of the Board of Directors referred to in this clause (a) – (g) shall represent their respective Section. In the
event that each Section is not represented on the Board of Directors by one or more persons holding an office as referred to in
this clause (a) – (g) above, the Board of Directors in conjunction with the Sections will appoint Sectional representatives in
accordance with clause 58.
1
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(b)

The position of President shall be filled by the person who at the Annual General
Meeting vacates the office of Vice-President.

49.50. The Vice-President shall be elected from amongst the membership by the members who are
entitled to vote in accordance with Standing Orders as apply from time to time.
50.

Subject to clause 52, the President, Vice-President and Past President/Treasurer may hold
office for a maximum of two consecutive years in each office.The President, Vice-President
and Past President/Honorary Treasurer/Honorary Secretary may hold office until no later than
the Annual General Meeting two years after the Annual General Meeting at which they
assumed office.

51.
51.

By the end of September in each alternate year the President, Past President and VicePresident together with the other members of the Board of Directors will determine by mutual
agreement whether the three office bearers will hold office for a second consecutive year, and
should there be agreement that they do so there will no election for Vice-President.

52.
52.

The position of President shall be filled by the person who at the Annual General Meeting
vacates the office of Vice-President.

53.

The position of Past President shall be filled by the person who at the Annual General
Meeting vacates the office of President. The Past President shall also be the Honorary
Treasurer of USANZ.

54.

Subject to compliance with the Act, the Past President will be an Honorary Secretary of
USANZ. The Board of Directors may also appoint one or more other individual to be an
Honorary Secretary of USANZ.

53.55. The ANZAUS Chair:
(a)

is to be elected from amongst the membership of ANZAUS by the members of
ANZAUS on or before 31 December every third year for a term of three years;

(b)

will take office at the Annual General Meeting the year following election under this
clause;

(c)

must, every three years vacate his or her office on the Board of Directors, and
ANZAUS must elect another member to fill the position on the Board of Directors;

(d)

may only hold office for a maximum of two consecutive terms.
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54.56. The Board of Urology Chair:
(a)

shall be appointed by the members of the RACS Board of Urology by the members of
that committee on or before 31 December every second year for a term of two years;

(b)

will take office at the Annual General Meeting the year following election under this
clause;

(c)

must, every two years, vacate his or her office and the members of the RACS Board
of Urology shall appoint another member to this office in accordance with this clause;

(d)

may only hold office for one term.

55.57. The RACS Councillor:
(a)

shall be elected from amongst the RACS members (as managed by RACS or USANZ
from time to time) on or before 31 December every three years for a term of three
years;

(b)

will take office at the Annual General Meeting the year following election under this
clause;

(c)

must, every three years, vacate his or her office and RACS shall elect another of its
members to this office in accordance with this clause;

(d)
58.

may only hold office for three consecutive terms.

If:
(a)

a person attains office under clauses 48(a) - 48(f); and

(b)

that person is from a Section which does not have a representative at the time of
attaining office,

then that person will:
(c)

at the same time as attaining office under clauses 48(a) - 48(f), and subject to clause
59, automatically attain the additional office of Sectional Representative for that
Section; and

(d)

cease to be Sectional Representative at the same time as they cease to hold office
under clauses 48(a) - 48(f).

59.

Despite clause 58(c), if there is more than one person to whom both clauses 58(a) and 58(b)
apply at any one time (that is, more than one person has attained office under clauses 48(a) Page 17
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48(f), and those persons are from the same Section which does not have a representative at
the time of attaining office), then the Board of Directors will, having regard to roles and skills,
appoint a Sectional Representative from those persons to fill that vacancy.
56.60. If, from time to time, there is no member of the Board of Directors who holds the office of
Sectional Representative for any Section pursuant to clauses 58 and 59, then tThe Board of
Directors will, from time to time, in the interest of maintaining principles of representation, and
having regard to roles and skills, appoint a Sectional Representative to fill that vacancys from
one or more Sections to ensure all Sections are represented on the Board of Directors2. The
A Sectional Representatives appointed under this clause 60:
(a)

shall be appointed by the Board of Directors on or before 31 December every three
years from amongst those candidates submitted by a Section to the President for a
term of three years;

(b)

will take office at the Annual General Meeting the year following appointment under
this clause;

(c)

must, every three years, vacate their offices and the Board of Directors shall appoint
another a member to this office in accordance with this clause;

(c)(d)

will have their term automatically terminated if another person becomes Sectional
Representative for the same Section under clause 58(c); and

(d)(e)

may only hold office for two three consecutive terms.

57.61. The Board of Directors may, from time to time, appoint two directors who are non-Members of
USANZ on the basis of need and skills required at any given times (external directors). The
external directors:
(a)

shall be appointed by the Board of Directors on or before 31 December every three
years (subject to annual review of performance and review of the needs of USANZ in
terms of roles and skills) for a term of three years;

(b)

will take office at the Annual General Meeting the year following appointment under
this clause;

(c)

must, every three years, vacate their offices and the Board of Directors shall appoint
another member to this office in accordance with this clause;

(d)

may only hold office for two consecutive terms.

When those persons holding office under clause 48(a) – (h) do not represent all Sections, the Board of Directors in
conjunction with the Sections will appoint Director(s) from those Sections not represented.
2
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58.62. Any casual vacancy occurring on the Board of Directors may be filled by the Board of
Directors until the next Annual General Meeting, provided that any person so appointed meets
the relevant criteria for the office of USANZ that is vacant and the person is willing to act on
the Board of Directors.
POWERS AND DUTIES OF BOARD OFof DIRECTORS
59.63. The management and control of USANZ shall be vested in the Board of Directors. The Board
of Directors may exercise all the powers of USANZ except any powers that the Act or this
Constitution require to be exercised by USANZ in a general meeting (Member Direction)
provided that:
(a)

The Member Direction is not inconsistent with the Act or this Constitution;

(b)

No Member Direction invalidates any prior act of the Board of Directors which would
have been valid if the Member Direction had not been given.

60.64. Where any member of the Board of Directors is unable to attend a meeting or meetings of the
Board of Directors, he or she shall be entitled to appoint another member of the Board of
Directors to be his or her proxy for such meeting or meetings. The appointment of a proxy
shall be in writing and shall be signed by the member of the Board of Directors. Any proxy
may be limited to any part of a meeting of the Board of Directors or to any specific question
and must be produced at the meeting at which the proxy holder proposes to vote. A proxy
holder shall be entitled to exercise all the rights of the appointer to attend and vote at the
meeting(s) for which he or she is appointed.
61.

The Board of Directors shall have power to censure, suspend or expel any member who:
(a)

shall have been convicted of a felony or misdemeanour;

(b)

who may be considered guilty of dishonourable or disgraceful conduct;

(c)

who shall have failed to observe any of the Constitution;

(d)

shall be guilty of conduct which in the opinion of the Board of Directors is detrimental
to the interests of USANZ

PROVIDED however that no suspension or expulsion shall be enforced and no censure
passed unless a meeting of the Board of Directors be called for the purpose and twothirds of
the members of the Board of Directors present in person or by proxy agree to such decision
and that the member concerned shall have first been notified of the matter alleged against
him or her and given an opportunity of being heard in his or her own defence.
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62.

Any member expelled from USANZ shall not be eligible for re election as a member for a
period of at least twelve months and then only upon such terms and conditions as the Board
of Directors may determine.

63.

The decision of the Board of Directors as to admission of members, election of Fellows,
termination of membership or exercise of the powers conferred upon the Board of Directors
by clauses 62 and 63 shall be conclusive.

THE SEAL
64.65. The seal of USANZ shall not be affixed to any instrument except by the authority of the
President, or in his or her absence the Past President, or in his or absence the Vice-President
and the Chief Executive Officer or such other person as the Board of Directors may appoint
for the purpose.
DISQUALIFICATION OF MEMBER OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
65.66. The office of a member of the Board of Directors (including the office of President or
Vice-President if held) shall ipso facto be vacated if:
(a)

If he or she becoames bankrupt or suspend payment or compound with his or her
creditors;.

(b)

If he or she fail to pay his subscriptions for the space of one month or such further
time as the Board of Directors shall allow after the time when the same should have
been paid.

(c)(b)
(d)(c)

If he or she isbe found or declared of unsound mind;.
If without leave, he or she shall does not attendabsent him or her self, without leave,
from four consecutive meetings of the Board of Directors;.

(e)(d)

If he or she be removed by the members under the Act;.

(f)(e)

If ffor any reason, he or she ceases to be a member of USANZ;.

(g)(f)

If he or she becomes prohibited from being a member of the Board of Directors by
reason of any order made under the provisions of the Act;.

(h)(g)

If he or she shall in writing resigns such office in writing; or.

(i)(h)

If he or she holds any office of profit under USANZ.; or

(j)

If he or she is directly or indirectly interested within the meaning of the Act involved in
any contract with USANZ or participates in the profits of any contract with USANZ.
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Provided however that a member of the Board of Directors shall not vacate his or her
office by reason of his or her being a member of any corporation firm society or
association which has entered into contracts under or done any work for USANZ if
such corporation firm society or association is among the class of companies referred
to in the last proviso to Clause 4 of the Constitution of USANZ and if he or she shall
have declared the nature of his or her interest in manner required by the Act.
66.67. A member of the Board of Directors shall not vote in respect of any contract in which he or
she is interested, or any matter arising therefrom, and if he or she does so vote his or her vote
shall not be counted, p. Provided always that nothing in this Clauseclause shall affect the
operation of Clauseclause 4 of the Constitution of USANZ.
PROCEEDINGS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
67.68. The Board of Directors may meet together for the dispatch of business, adjourn, and
otherwise regulate their meetings, as they think fit. Questions arising at any meeting shall be
decided by a majority of votes.
68.69. In a case of an equality of votes the Chair shall have a second or casting vote.
69.70. At any time a member of the Board of Directors may, and the SecretaryHonorary Secretary on
the requisition of a member of the Board of Directors shall, summon a meeting of the Board of
Directors.
70.71. The quorum necessary for the transaction of the business of the Board of Directors shall be
the next whole number above 50% of the number of members comprising the Board of
Directors, that number of persons being present personally or on the telephone.
71.72. A resolution in writing signed by all the members of the Board of Directors shall be as valid
and effectual as though duly passed at a properly constituted meeting of the Board of
Directors.
72.73. The President, or in his or her absence the past President or (if the latter be absent) the
Vice-President shall be Chair of the meetings of the Board of Directors; but if at any meeting
the Chair is not present within fifteen minutes after the time appointed for holding the same,
the members of the Board of Directors present may choose one of their number to be Chair of
the meeting.
73.74. All acts done by any meeting of the Board of Directors or by any person acting as a member
thereof, shall notwithstanding that it be afterwards discovered that there was some defect in
the appointment of any such Board of Directors or person acting as aforesaid, or that they or
any of them were disqualified, be as valid as if every such person had been duly appointed
and was qualified to be a member of the Board of Directors.
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GENERAL
74.75. Proper records and minutes of all proceedings and resolutions shall be kept, particularly in
respect of Committee, Board of Directors and Members' meetings.
75.76. The Board of Directors shall cause proper accounts to be kept in respect to all moneys
received and expenditure thereof and the matter in respect of which receipt and expenditure
takes place; all sales and purchases of goods by USANZ and the assets and liabilities of
USANZ at all times.
76.77. The Board of Directors shall cause accounts to be kept as provided by Clauseclause 9 of the
Constitution and shall, in accordance with the Act, cause to be prepared and laid before
USANZ in general meeting such profit and loss or income and expenditure accounts and
balance sheets and reports as are referred to in that clause and are applicable to USANZ.
77.78. Auditors shall be appointed and their duties regulated in accordance with the provisions of the
Act and Clauseclause 9 of the Constitution.
78.79. Every member of the Board of Directors or officer of USANZ or any person employed by
USANZ as Auditor shall be indemnified out of the funds of USANZ against all liability incurred
by him or her as such member of the Board of Directors or officer or Auditor in defending
proceedings, whether civil or criminal, in which judgement is given in his or her favour or in
which he or she is acquitted, or in connection with any application under the Act in which relief
is granted to him or her by the Court.
79.80. Notices required to be served by USANZ or the Board of Directors upon the members may be
served either personally, by leaving the same or by sending them through the post in a letter
addressed to the members at their registered places of abode or by email. All the members if
served by post shall be deemed to have been served at the time when the letter envelope
wrapper or postcard containing the same being properly addressed and put into a post office
would have arrived in due course of post. In the event of any Member not having his or her
place of abode registered then a notice shall be efficiently served on him or her by being
affixed as a general notice in the Registered Office of USANZ. For the purposes of this clause
'place of abode' shall include any address any Member or Members may specify for the
forwarding of notices including an office or place of business or post office numbered box.
80.81. Any such notice including the signature thereto may be wholly or partly typed or printed.
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